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Semileptonic Charm Decays

• Study S-wave in D→Kπeν, D→ππeν, Ds→KKeν

• Search for rare/forbidden modes like Ds→ωeν to study the structure of the Ds 
and long-distance effects.

• Input to B physics
• Validate LQCD form factor calculations, relied upon in extracting |Vub|
• Combine D→ρeν, D→K*eν, B→V l l  to improve |Vub| (Phys.Rev. D70 (2004) 114005)

• S-waves in D→ππeν helped motivate use of Bs→J/ψ f0 for φs.
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• Measure |Vcx| × (QCD-form factor(s)). Take |Vcx| 
from CKM unitarity to extract form factors, test 
LQCD. Or input LQCD and test CKM-unitarity.
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Experimental Challenge: Find the ν in D→h l ν
• FOCUS: Get direction of D from vertex information, and 4-

momenta of charged decay products ⟹ enough information 
to reconstruct ν.

• BaBar: Get direction of the D from momentum conservation.

• BELLE: Fully reconstruct tag side as D* X. Better resolution 
than BaBar’s method, but less statistics.

• All much cleaner at threshold...
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D→h l ν @ charm threshold (CLEO-c/BES III)

• 100% of beam energy converted to DD 
pair ⟹ very clean. Kinematic constraints 
allow reconstruction of ν.

• Always generate D-mesons in pairs. One 
D provides the normalisation for the 
other ⟹ absolute branching fractions.

• These features let CLEO-c, and now 
BES III, perform competitive leptonic & 
semileptonic measurements with each 
only ca 0.3%* of the D mesons 
produced the B-factories.
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CLEAN-c

*) For BES III this corresponds roughly to what has 
been analysed; there is 3x as much data on tape.

 (3770) ! D̄0(K+⇡�)D0(K�e+⌫e)

e+ e– → ψ(3770)→DD
_
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Form factor in decays to pseudoscalars

• D→h l ν, h = K, π, ...

• q2 = (pl + pν)2 = invariant mass-squared of 
lepton pair.

• f+(q2) = form factor - the QCD bit.

• Measure |Vcx|⋅f+(q2). Get |Vcx| from CKM-
unitarity to measure f+(q2) as a test of LQCD 
- or reverse the logic and test CKM-unitarity.
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ticles other than the neutrino, such as KL’s, may not be ob-
served, and because in colliding-beam detectors the compo-
nent of the missing momentum along the beam direction is
not always well measured. Nevertheless, even a crudely mea-
sured inclusive q2 distribution can be of interest, as in the
case of b!ul 2n decays.
Our goal here is to understand qualitatively how the

Dalitz-plot variables q2 and E l are related to the underlying
physics of the decay. Distributions of these variables are de-
termined by two effects: the dynamics of the formation of the
hadronic system X and the spin structure of the decay. We
now analyze these effects, starting with the variable q2.
Figure 4 compares the kinematics of decays at high and

low values of q2. The initial meson, which contains a b
quark and a spectator quark q , is shown in Fig. 4~a!. At high
q2 @Fig. 4~b!#, the masses of the W* and the daughter hadron
take up most of the available energy, so the W* is produced
nearly at rest. The lepton and the neutrino are then produced
nearly back-to-back, and the daughter quark receives little or
no momentum kick.2 The ‘‘zero-recoil’’ configuration, where

EX5mX and qmax
2 5(M2mX)2, is typically the most favor-

able for the formation of a low-mass meson. The motion of
the daughter quark relative to the spectator quark and the
gluons—the so-called light degrees of freedom—is then very
similar to what it was before the decay. If both the initial and
final quarks are heavy compared with LQCD , as in a
b!cl 2n decay, then the light degrees of freedom are al-
most completely undisturbed when q2'qmax

2 : a heavy, static
source of color field at the center of the meson is replaced by
a color source of a different flavor, but the color field is not
changed. Relativistic effects, which depend on the mass of
the heavy quark, become negligible. For example, the color
magnetic moment of the heavy quark is proportional to
1/mQ . These observations are among the key ideas in HQET,
which we discuss further in Sec. VI.A.3.
The region of phase space around the qmax

2 configuration is
therefore quite special. The spectator quark and the daughter
quark are produced in a state that has a large overlap with the
wave function of an ordinary nonexcited meson. Thus the
rates for decays like D!K *l 1n or B!D*l 2n are largest
at qmax

2 and decrease as q2 decreases, or as the hadronic
recoil velocity increases. We can see this effect in Fig. 3: the
density of points is highest at the top of the allowed region
and becomes significantly smaller toward the bottom. We
note, however, that the probability distribution of q2 does not
peak at qmax

2 but somewhat below, because at qmax
2 the

amount of phase space goes to zero.
At the minimum value of q2, qmin

2 5m l
2 , the lepton and

neutrino momenta are parallel @Fig. 4~c!#. Except for the case
l 5t , qmin

2 50 is a very good approximation. In low-q2 con-
figurations, the daughter quark q8 recoiling against the W*
receives a large kick and initially moves rapidly with respect
to the spectator quark q . For these particles to form a bound
state, gluons must be exchanged in order to transfer momen-
tum to the light degrees of freedom of the meson. As a con-
sequence, the q250 configuration is typically the least fa-
vorable for the formation of a meson. ~There are, however,
important spin-related effects that we shall discuss later in
this section.! Theoretical calculations are usually difficult at
low q2, because the hadronic system is highly disturbed, and
it is at q250 that one might expect significant production of
nonresonant final states to occur, in analogy to QCD jets.
For semileptonic decays in which both initial and final

quarks are heavy, the form factors can be related to those for
elastic scattering of a meson containing a heavy quark. Such
a form factor gives the amplitude that a meson will remain
intact if its heavy quark is suddenly given a kick with respect
to the light degrees of freedom. As in the case of decay,
gluons must be exchanged between the struck heavy quark
and the light degrees of freedom if the meson is to remain
intact. It is clear that the form factors describe nonperturba-
tive QCD effects, and it should not be surprising that they are
difficult to calculate.
The importance of the variation of the form factors with

q2 in a particular decay depends partly on the kinematic
range of q2. For example, the q2 range is larger in
b!ul 2n decays than in b!cl 2n decays, because the u
quark is much lighter than the c . This point is discussed in
Sec. VI.A.2 and Sec. VI.A.3.

2This situation contrasts with that in a scattering process, where
the minimum kick occurs at q250. In a scattering process this is,
however, still the highest value of q2, which is either negative or
zero.

FIG. 4. Kinematic configurations for the semileptonic decay of a B
meson: ~a! B meson before decay; ~b! decay configuration for
q25qmax

2 , where the form factors are largest for producing a D or
D* meson in the final state; and ~c! configuration for q25qmin

2 ,
where the form factors are smallest. There may well be significant
production of nonresonant final states in the low-q2 region, espe-
cially in b!ul 2n decays, where the recoil velocity is high.
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Form factor in decays to pseudoscalars

• D→h l ν, h = K, π, ...

• q2 = (pl + pν)2 = invariant mass-squared of 
lepton pair.

• f+(q2) = form factor - the QCD bit.

• Measure |Vcx|⋅f+(q2). Get |Vcx| from CKM-
unitarity to measure f+(q2) as a test of LQCD 
- or reverse the logic and test CKM-unitarity.
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2 5(M2mX)2, is typically the most favor-
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gluons—the so-called light degrees of freedom—is then very
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final quarks are heavy compared with LQCD , as in a
b!cl 2n decay, then the light degrees of freedom are al-
most completely undisturbed when q2'qmax

2 : a heavy, static
source of color field at the center of the meson is replaced by
a color source of a different flavor, but the color field is not
changed. Relativistic effects, which depend on the mass of
the heavy quark, become negligible. For example, the color
magnetic moment of the heavy quark is proportional to
1/mQ . These observations are among the key ideas in HQET,
which we discuss further in Sec. VI.A.3.
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therefore quite special. The spectator quark and the daughter
quark are produced in a state that has a large overlap with the
wave function of an ordinary nonexcited meson. Thus the
rates for decays like D!K *l 1n or B!D*l 2n are largest
at qmax

2 and decrease as q2 decreases, or as the hadronic
recoil velocity increases. We can see this effect in Fig. 3: the
density of points is highest at the top of the allowed region
and becomes significantly smaller toward the bottom. We
note, however, that the probability distribution of q2 does not
peak at qmax

2 but somewhat below, because at qmax
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At the minimum value of q2, qmin
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2 , the lepton and

neutrino momenta are parallel @Fig. 4~c!#. Except for the case
l 5t , qmin

2 50 is a very good approximation. In low-q2 con-
figurations, the daughter quark q8 recoiling against the W*
receives a large kick and initially moves rapidly with respect
to the spectator quark q . For these particles to form a bound
state, gluons must be exchanged in order to transfer momen-
tum to the light degrees of freedom of the meson. As a con-
sequence, the q250 configuration is typically the least fa-
vorable for the formation of a meson. ~There are, however,
important spin-related effects that we shall discuss later in
this section.! Theoretical calculations are usually difficult at
low q2, because the hadronic system is highly disturbed, and
it is at q250 that one might expect significant production of
nonresonant final states to occur, in analogy to QCD jets.
For semileptonic decays in which both initial and final

quarks are heavy, the form factors can be related to those for
elastic scattering of a meson containing a heavy quark. Such
a form factor gives the amplitude that a meson will remain
intact if its heavy quark is suddenly given a kick with respect
to the light degrees of freedom. As in the case of decay,
gluons must be exchanged between the struck heavy quark
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receives a large kick and initially moves rapidly with respect
to the spectator quark q . For these particles to form a bound
state, gluons must be exchanged in order to transfer momen-
tum to the light degrees of freedom of the meson. As a con-
sequence, the q250 configuration is typically the least fa-
vorable for the formation of a meson. ~There are, however,
important spin-related effects that we shall discuss later in
this section.! Theoretical calculations are usually difficult at
low q2, because the hadronic system is highly disturbed, and
it is at q250 that one might expect significant production of
nonresonant final states to occur, in analogy to QCD jets.
For semileptonic decays in which both initial and final

quarks are heavy, the form factors can be related to those for
elastic scattering of a meson containing a heavy quark. Such
a form factor gives the amplitude that a meson will remain
intact if its heavy quark is suddenly given a kick with respect
to the light degrees of freedom. As in the case of decay,
gluons must be exchanged between the struck heavy quark
and the light degrees of freedom if the meson is to remain
intact. It is clear that the form factors describe nonperturba-
tive QCD effects, and it should not be surprising that they are
difficult to calculate.
The importance of the variation of the form factors with

q2 in a particular decay depends partly on the kinematic
range of q2. For example, the q2 range is larger in
b!ul 2n decays than in b!cl 2n decays, because the u
quark is much lighter than the c . This point is discussed in
Sec. VI.A.2 and Sec. VI.A.3.

2This situation contrasts with that in a scattering process, where
the minimum kick occurs at q250. In a scattering process this is,
however, still the highest value of q2, which is either negative or
zero.

FIG. 4. Kinematic configurations for the semileptonic decay of a B
meson: ~a! B meson before decay; ~b! decay configuration for
q25qmax

2 , where the form factors are largest for producing a D or
D* meson in the final state; and ~c! configuration for q25qmin

2 ,
where the form factors are smallest. There may well be significant
production of nonresonant final states in the low-q2 region, espe-
cially in b!ul 2n decays, where the recoil velocity is high.
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ticles other than the neutrino, such as KL’s, may not be ob-
served, and because in colliding-beam detectors the compo-
nent of the missing momentum along the beam direction is
not always well measured. Nevertheless, even a crudely mea-
sured inclusive q2 distribution can be of interest, as in the
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Dalitz-plot variables q2 and E l are related to the underlying
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quark and a spectator quark q , is shown in Fig. 4~a!. At high
q2 @Fig. 4~b!#, the masses of the W* and the daughter hadron
take up most of the available energy, so the W* is produced
nearly at rest. The lepton and the neutrino are then produced
nearly back-to-back, and the daughter quark receives little or
no momentum kick.2 The ‘‘zero-recoil’’ configuration, where

EX5mX and qmax
2 5(M2mX)2, is typically the most favor-

able for the formation of a low-mass meson. The motion of
the daughter quark relative to the spectator quark and the
gluons—the so-called light degrees of freedom—is then very
similar to what it was before the decay. If both the initial and
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b!cl 2n decay, then the light degrees of freedom are al-
most completely undisturbed when q2'qmax

2 : a heavy, static
source of color field at the center of the meson is replaced by
a color source of a different flavor, but the color field is not
changed. Relativistic effects, which depend on the mass of
the heavy quark, become negligible. For example, the color
magnetic moment of the heavy quark is proportional to
1/mQ . These observations are among the key ideas in HQET,
which we discuss further in Sec. VI.A.3.
The region of phase space around the qmax

2 configuration is
therefore quite special. The spectator quark and the daughter
quark are produced in a state that has a large overlap with the
wave function of an ordinary nonexcited meson. Thus the
rates for decays like D!K *l 1n or B!D*l 2n are largest
at qmax

2 and decrease as q2 decreases, or as the hadronic
recoil velocity increases. We can see this effect in Fig. 3: the
density of points is highest at the top of the allowed region
and becomes significantly smaller toward the bottom. We
note, however, that the probability distribution of q2 does not
peak at qmax

2 but somewhat below, because at qmax
2 the

amount of phase space goes to zero.
At the minimum value of q2, qmin
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2 , the lepton and

neutrino momenta are parallel @Fig. 4~c!#. Except for the case
l 5t , qmin

2 50 is a very good approximation. In low-q2 con-
figurations, the daughter quark q8 recoiling against the W*
receives a large kick and initially moves rapidly with respect
to the spectator quark q . For these particles to form a bound
state, gluons must be exchanged in order to transfer momen-
tum to the light degrees of freedom of the meson. As a con-
sequence, the q250 configuration is typically the least fa-
vorable for the formation of a meson. ~There are, however,
important spin-related effects that we shall discuss later in
this section.! Theoretical calculations are usually difficult at
low q2, because the hadronic system is highly disturbed, and
it is at q250 that one might expect significant production of
nonresonant final states to occur, in analogy to QCD jets.
For semileptonic decays in which both initial and final

quarks are heavy, the form factors can be related to those for
elastic scattering of a meson containing a heavy quark. Such
a form factor gives the amplitude that a meson will remain
intact if its heavy quark is suddenly given a kick with respect
to the light degrees of freedom. As in the case of decay,
gluons must be exchanged between the struck heavy quark
and the light degrees of freedom if the meson is to remain
intact. It is clear that the form factors describe nonperturba-
tive QCD effects, and it should not be surprising that they are
difficult to calculate.
The importance of the variation of the form factors with

q2 in a particular decay depends partly on the kinematic
range of q2. For example, the q2 range is larger in
b!ul 2n decays than in b!cl 2n decays, because the u
quark is much lighter than the c . This point is discussed in
Sec. VI.A.2 and Sec. VI.A.3.

2This situation contrasts with that in a scattering process, where
the minimum kick occurs at q250. In a scattering process this is,
however, still the highest value of q2, which is either negative or
zero.

FIG. 4. Kinematic configurations for the semileptonic decay of a B
meson: ~a! B meson before decay; ~b! decay configuration for
q25qmax

2 , where the form factors are largest for producing a D or
D* meson in the final state; and ~c! configuration for q25qmin

2 ,
where the form factors are smallest. There may well be significant
production of nonresonant final states in the low-q2 region, espe-
cially in b!ul 2n decays, where the recoil velocity is high.
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D0→ {K,π} e+ ν Form factor parameterisations

• Simple pole model:

• Modified Pole Model (Becirevic and 
Kaidalov, PLB 478, 417)

• Series expansion (CLEO-c/BES III 
both explored 2nd and 3rd order):
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ticles other than the neutrino, such as KL’s, may not be ob-
served, and because in colliding-beam detectors the compo-
nent of the missing momentum along the beam direction is
not always well measured. Nevertheless, even a crudely mea-
sured inclusive q2 distribution can be of interest, as in the
case of b!ul 2n decays.
Our goal here is to understand qualitatively how the

Dalitz-plot variables q2 and E l are related to the underlying
physics of the decay. Distributions of these variables are de-
termined by two effects: the dynamics of the formation of the
hadronic system X and the spin structure of the decay. We
now analyze these effects, starting with the variable q2.
Figure 4 compares the kinematics of decays at high and

low values of q2. The initial meson, which contains a b
quark and a spectator quark q , is shown in Fig. 4~a!. At high
q2 @Fig. 4~b!#, the masses of the W* and the daughter hadron
take up most of the available energy, so the W* is produced
nearly at rest. The lepton and the neutrino are then produced
nearly back-to-back, and the daughter quark receives little or
no momentum kick.2 The ‘‘zero-recoil’’ configuration, where

EX5mX and qmax
2 5(M2mX)2, is typically the most favor-

able for the formation of a low-mass meson. The motion of
the daughter quark relative to the spectator quark and the
gluons—the so-called light degrees of freedom—is then very
similar to what it was before the decay. If both the initial and
final quarks are heavy compared with LQCD , as in a
b!cl 2n decay, then the light degrees of freedom are al-
most completely undisturbed when q2'qmax

2 : a heavy, static
source of color field at the center of the meson is replaced by
a color source of a different flavor, but the color field is not
changed. Relativistic effects, which depend on the mass of
the heavy quark, become negligible. For example, the color
magnetic moment of the heavy quark is proportional to
1/mQ . These observations are among the key ideas in HQET,
which we discuss further in Sec. VI.A.3.
The region of phase space around the qmax

2 configuration is
therefore quite special. The spectator quark and the daughter
quark are produced in a state that has a large overlap with the
wave function of an ordinary nonexcited meson. Thus the
rates for decays like D!K *l 1n or B!D*l 2n are largest
at qmax

2 and decrease as q2 decreases, or as the hadronic
recoil velocity increases. We can see this effect in Fig. 3: the
density of points is highest at the top of the allowed region
and becomes significantly smaller toward the bottom. We
note, however, that the probability distribution of q2 does not
peak at qmax

2 but somewhat below, because at qmax
2 the

amount of phase space goes to zero.
At the minimum value of q2, qmin

2 5m l
2 , the lepton and

neutrino momenta are parallel @Fig. 4~c!#. Except for the case
l 5t , qmin

2 50 is a very good approximation. In low-q2 con-
figurations, the daughter quark q8 recoiling against the W*
receives a large kick and initially moves rapidly with respect
to the spectator quark q . For these particles to form a bound
state, gluons must be exchanged in order to transfer momen-
tum to the light degrees of freedom of the meson. As a con-
sequence, the q250 configuration is typically the least fa-
vorable for the formation of a meson. ~There are, however,
important spin-related effects that we shall discuss later in
this section.! Theoretical calculations are usually difficult at
low q2, because the hadronic system is highly disturbed, and
it is at q250 that one might expect significant production of
nonresonant final states to occur, in analogy to QCD jets.
For semileptonic decays in which both initial and final

quarks are heavy, the form factors can be related to those for
elastic scattering of a meson containing a heavy quark. Such
a form factor gives the amplitude that a meson will remain
intact if its heavy quark is suddenly given a kick with respect
to the light degrees of freedom. As in the case of decay,
gluons must be exchanged between the struck heavy quark
and the light degrees of freedom if the meson is to remain
intact. It is clear that the form factors describe nonperturba-
tive QCD effects, and it should not be surprising that they are
difficult to calculate.
The importance of the variation of the form factors with

q2 in a particular decay depends partly on the kinematic
range of q2. For example, the q2 range is larger in
b!ul 2n decays than in b!cl 2n decays, because the u
quark is much lighter than the c . This point is discussed in
Sec. VI.A.2 and Sec. VI.A.3.

2This situation contrasts with that in a scattering process, where
the minimum kick occurs at q250. In a scattering process this is,
however, still the highest value of q2, which is either negative or
zero.

FIG. 4. Kinematic configurations for the semileptonic decay of a B
meson: ~a! B meson before decay; ~b! decay configuration for
q25qmax

2 , where the form factors are largest for producing a D or
D* meson in the final state; and ~c! configuration for q25qmin

2 ,
where the form factors are smallest. There may well be significant
production of nonresonant final states in the low-q2 region, espe-
cially in b!ul 2n decays, where the recoil velocity is high.
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nent of the missing momentum along the beam direction is
not always well measured. Nevertheless, even a crudely mea-
sured inclusive q2 distribution can be of interest, as in the
case of b!ul 2n decays.
Our goal here is to understand qualitatively how the

Dalitz-plot variables q2 and E l are related to the underlying
physics of the decay. Distributions of these variables are de-
termined by two effects: the dynamics of the formation of the
hadronic system X and the spin structure of the decay. We
now analyze these effects, starting with the variable q2.
Figure 4 compares the kinematics of decays at high and

low values of q2. The initial meson, which contains a b
quark and a spectator quark q , is shown in Fig. 4~a!. At high
q2 @Fig. 4~b!#, the masses of the W* and the daughter hadron
take up most of the available energy, so the W* is produced
nearly at rest. The lepton and the neutrino are then produced
nearly back-to-back, and the daughter quark receives little or
no momentum kick.2 The ‘‘zero-recoil’’ configuration, where

EX5mX and qmax
2 5(M2mX)2, is typically the most favor-

able for the formation of a low-mass meson. The motion of
the daughter quark relative to the spectator quark and the
gluons—the so-called light degrees of freedom—is then very
similar to what it was before the decay. If both the initial and
final quarks are heavy compared with LQCD , as in a
b!cl 2n decay, then the light degrees of freedom are al-
most completely undisturbed when q2'qmax

2 : a heavy, static
source of color field at the center of the meson is replaced by
a color source of a different flavor, but the color field is not
changed. Relativistic effects, which depend on the mass of
the heavy quark, become negligible. For example, the color
magnetic moment of the heavy quark is proportional to
1/mQ . These observations are among the key ideas in HQET,
which we discuss further in Sec. VI.A.3.
The region of phase space around the qmax

2 configuration is
therefore quite special. The spectator quark and the daughter
quark are produced in a state that has a large overlap with the
wave function of an ordinary nonexcited meson. Thus the
rates for decays like D!K *l 1n or B!D*l 2n are largest
at qmax

2 and decrease as q2 decreases, or as the hadronic
recoil velocity increases. We can see this effect in Fig. 3: the
density of points is highest at the top of the allowed region
and becomes significantly smaller toward the bottom. We
note, however, that the probability distribution of q2 does not
peak at qmax

2 but somewhat below, because at qmax
2 the

amount of phase space goes to zero.
At the minimum value of q2, qmin

2 5m l
2 , the lepton and

neutrino momenta are parallel @Fig. 4~c!#. Except for the case
l 5t , qmin

2 50 is a very good approximation. In low-q2 con-
figurations, the daughter quark q8 recoiling against the W*
receives a large kick and initially moves rapidly with respect
to the spectator quark q . For these particles to form a bound
state, gluons must be exchanged in order to transfer momen-
tum to the light degrees of freedom of the meson. As a con-
sequence, the q250 configuration is typically the least fa-
vorable for the formation of a meson. ~There are, however,
important spin-related effects that we shall discuss later in
this section.! Theoretical calculations are usually difficult at
low q2, because the hadronic system is highly disturbed, and
it is at q250 that one might expect significant production of
nonresonant final states to occur, in analogy to QCD jets.
For semileptonic decays in which both initial and final

quarks are heavy, the form factors can be related to those for
elastic scattering of a meson containing a heavy quark. Such
a form factor gives the amplitude that a meson will remain
intact if its heavy quark is suddenly given a kick with respect
to the light degrees of freedom. As in the case of decay,
gluons must be exchanged between the struck heavy quark
and the light degrees of freedom if the meson is to remain
intact. It is clear that the form factors describe nonperturba-
tive QCD effects, and it should not be surprising that they are
difficult to calculate.
The importance of the variation of the form factors with

q2 in a particular decay depends partly on the kinematic
range of q2. For example, the q2 range is larger in
b!ul 2n decays than in b!cl 2n decays, because the u
quark is much lighter than the c . This point is discussed in
Sec. VI.A.2 and Sec. VI.A.3.

2This situation contrasts with that in a scattering process, where
the minimum kick occurs at q250. In a scattering process this is,
however, still the highest value of q2, which is either negative or
zero.

FIG. 4. Kinematic configurations for the semileptonic decay of a B
meson: ~a! B meson before decay; ~b! decay configuration for
q25qmax

2 , where the form factors are largest for producing a D or
D* meson in the final state; and ~c! configuration for q25qmin

2 ,
where the form factors are smallest. There may well be significant
production of nonresonant final states in the low-q2 region, espe-
cially in b!ul 2n decays, where the recoil velocity is high.
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ticles other than the neutrino, such as KL’s, may not be ob-
served, and because in colliding-beam detectors the compo-
nent of the missing momentum along the beam direction is
not always well measured. Nevertheless, even a crudely mea-
sured inclusive q2 distribution can be of interest, as in the
case of b!ul 2n decays.
Our goal here is to understand qualitatively how the

Dalitz-plot variables q2 and E l are related to the underlying
physics of the decay. Distributions of these variables are de-
termined by two effects: the dynamics of the formation of the
hadronic system X and the spin structure of the decay. We
now analyze these effects, starting with the variable q2.
Figure 4 compares the kinematics of decays at high and

low values of q2. The initial meson, which contains a b
quark and a spectator quark q , is shown in Fig. 4~a!. At high
q2 @Fig. 4~b!#, the masses of the W* and the daughter hadron
take up most of the available energy, so the W* is produced
nearly at rest. The lepton and the neutrino are then produced
nearly back-to-back, and the daughter quark receives little or
no momentum kick.2 The ‘‘zero-recoil’’ configuration, where

EX5mX and qmax
2 5(M2mX)2, is typically the most favor-

able for the formation of a low-mass meson. The motion of
the daughter quark relative to the spectator quark and the
gluons—the so-called light degrees of freedom—is then very
similar to what it was before the decay. If both the initial and
final quarks are heavy compared with LQCD , as in a
b!cl 2n decay, then the light degrees of freedom are al-
most completely undisturbed when q2'qmax

2 : a heavy, static
source of color field at the center of the meson is replaced by
a color source of a different flavor, but the color field is not
changed. Relativistic effects, which depend on the mass of
the heavy quark, become negligible. For example, the color
magnetic moment of the heavy quark is proportional to
1/mQ . These observations are among the key ideas in HQET,
which we discuss further in Sec. VI.A.3.
The region of phase space around the qmax

2 configuration is
therefore quite special. The spectator quark and the daughter
quark are produced in a state that has a large overlap with the
wave function of an ordinary nonexcited meson. Thus the
rates for decays like D!K *l 1n or B!D*l 2n are largest
at qmax

2 and decrease as q2 decreases, or as the hadronic
recoil velocity increases. We can see this effect in Fig. 3: the
density of points is highest at the top of the allowed region
and becomes significantly smaller toward the bottom. We
note, however, that the probability distribution of q2 does not
peak at qmax

2 but somewhat below, because at qmax
2 the

amount of phase space goes to zero.
At the minimum value of q2, qmin

2 5m l
2 , the lepton and

neutrino momenta are parallel @Fig. 4~c!#. Except for the case
l 5t , qmin

2 50 is a very good approximation. In low-q2 con-
figurations, the daughter quark q8 recoiling against the W*
receives a large kick and initially moves rapidly with respect
to the spectator quark q . For these particles to form a bound
state, gluons must be exchanged in order to transfer momen-
tum to the light degrees of freedom of the meson. As a con-
sequence, the q250 configuration is typically the least fa-
vorable for the formation of a meson. ~There are, however,
important spin-related effects that we shall discuss later in
this section.! Theoretical calculations are usually difficult at
low q2, because the hadronic system is highly disturbed, and
it is at q250 that one might expect significant production of
nonresonant final states to occur, in analogy to QCD jets.
For semileptonic decays in which both initial and final

quarks are heavy, the form factors can be related to those for
elastic scattering of a meson containing a heavy quark. Such
a form factor gives the amplitude that a meson will remain
intact if its heavy quark is suddenly given a kick with respect
to the light degrees of freedom. As in the case of decay,
gluons must be exchanged between the struck heavy quark
and the light degrees of freedom if the meson is to remain
intact. It is clear that the form factors describe nonperturba-
tive QCD effects, and it should not be surprising that they are
difficult to calculate.
The importance of the variation of the form factors with

q2 in a particular decay depends partly on the kinematic
range of q2. For example, the q2 range is larger in
b!ul 2n decays than in b!cl 2n decays, because the u
quark is much lighter than the c . This point is discussed in
Sec. VI.A.2 and Sec. VI.A.3.

2This situation contrasts with that in a scattering process, where
the minimum kick occurs at q250. In a scattering process this is,
however, still the highest value of q2, which is either negative or
zero.

FIG. 4. Kinematic configurations for the semileptonic decay of a B
meson: ~a! B meson before decay; ~b! decay configuration for
q25qmax

2 , where the form factors are largest for producing a D or
D* meson in the final state; and ~c! configuration for q25qmin

2 ,
where the form factors are smallest. There may well be significant
production of nonresonant final states in the low-q2 region, espe-
cially in b!ul 2n decays, where the recoil velocity is high.
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D→Keν, D→πeν
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D0→ {K,π} e+ ν new BES III result

• Step 1: Reconstruct ~3/4 M tag 
D (provides normalisation)

8

beam-constrained mass of tag D

e+ e–

K+

π–

π0 tag

signal
ν e+

D0
K–

_
D0

Tag Mode Reconstruction 
• Four tag modes picked 

 
• Best tag mode based 

minimum ΔE 
  

BESIII Preliminary 

BESIII Preliminary BESIII Preliminary 

BESIII Preliminary 

6 

BESIII Preliminary 

Kπ Kππ0

Kππ0π0
Kπππ

FIG. 7: Distributions of measured MBC(D) or MBC(D) values for single tag D0 and D+ candidates
with D and D candidates combined in each mode. The points are data and the curves are fits
to the data. In each plot, the dashed curve shows the contribution of the ARGUS background

function and the solid curve shows the sum of this background and the signal peak function. The
number of events in each bin is plotted on a square-root scale. The ST D0 decays are illustrated

in the left column and the ST D+ decays are illustrated in the other two columns. The reference
modes D0 ! K+!! and D+ ! K!!+!+ are illustrated in the first two plots from the left in the
top row.

values of these parameters constrained to be equal for D and D. Figure 7 illustrates the
MBC distributions for single tag D0 and D+ data, with D and D distributions combined
in each plot. Table V gives the ST e!ciencies from signal MC and the yields in data.
These quantities were used in the fit, described in Sec. IX, for branching fractions and
numbers of DD events. The items in the column labeled Background in Table V are peaking
backgrounds that were not included in the fit functions; their sources and how they are
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BES III: CHARM 2012 by Chunlei Liu 

BES III 2012 (prelim)
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D0→ {K,π} e+ ν at BES III

• Step 1: Reconstruct Tag D

• Step 2: Find U (~ missing 
mass) from beam constraint 
and e and η, η’, φ.

9

inferred from 
missing E, p

U ⌘ Emiss � |~pmiss| (GeV)Signal Selection 
• Two good oppositely-charged tracks 
• Kaon/pion and electron PID requirements 
• Electron has same charge as the tag side K 
• Veto if any unmatched EMC shower is  >  250MeV (some 

background has extra π0 )  

BESIII Preliminary BESIII Preliminary 

7 

Nsig = 18460+/-143 
Nsig = 1677+/-45 

D0 -> K e ν  D0 -> π e ν  0 0.1 0.2-0.1

0 0.1 0.2-0.1

Signal Selection 
• Two good oppositely-charged tracks 
• Kaon/pion and electron PID requirements 
• Electron has same charge as the tag side K 
• Veto if any unmatched EMC shower is  >  250MeV (some 

background has extra π0 )  

BESIII Preliminary BESIII Preliminary 
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Nsig = 18460+/-143 
Nsig = 1677+/-45 

D0 -> K e ν  D0 -> π e ν  

D→Keν

e+ e–

K+

π–
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ν e+

D0
K–

_
D0

D→πeν

BES III 2012 (prelim)

BES III: CHARM 2012 by Chunlei Liu 
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D0→ {K,π} e+ ν Branching Fractions

10

Branching Fraction Results 

* Systematics are preliminary 
* Will improve using full (3x) data set in the near future 

BESIII Preliminary 
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BES III prelim (0.9/fb)

BES III 2012 (prelim)

BES III: CHARM 2012 by Chunlei Liu 
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D0→ {K,π} e+ ν fits to decay rates

11

dΓ
/d

q2

dΓ/dq2: BES III data with fits using different form factor models

q2/GeV2

Form Factor Fits 

BESIII Preliminary BESIII Preliminary BESIII Preliminary BESIII Preliminary 

BESIII Preliminary BESIII Preliminary BESIII Preliminary BESIII Preliminary 

12 
D0  K e ν  D0  π e ν  

simple pole simple pole modified pole modified pole 

2 par. series 2 par. series 3 par. series 3 par. series 

D0→K+e– ν D0→π+e– ν
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BES III form factor fit results

12

Form Factor Results 
BESIII Preliminary 
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Form factor shapes: BES III / LQCD

13

f(q2) Results 

BESIII Preliminary BESIII Preliminary 

10 

D0  K e ν  D0  π e ν  

• Points:  data with stat. error only 
• Curves:  from Fermilab-MILC  within one stat. error,  

preliminary,  arXiv:1111.5471 (XXIX International 
Symposium on Lattice Field Theory); 

• Other theoretical work:  HPQCD, arXiv:1111.0225  
• Comparing shape only here (f+(0) not known)  

f(q2) Results 

BESIII Preliminary BESIII Preliminary 

10 

D0  K e ν  D0  π e ν  

• Points:  data with stat. error only 
• Curves:  from Fermilab-MILC  within one stat. error,  

preliminary,  arXiv:1111.5471 (XXIX International 
Symposium on Lattice Field Theory); 

• Other theoretical work:  HPQCD, arXiv:1111.0225  
• Comparing shape only here (f+(0) not known)  

Points: BES III preliminary with stat errors
Curves: Fermilab/The Lattice/MILC with 1σ stat error band, arXiv:1111.5471 (Nov 2011)

note: these compare shape-only, no absolute scale.

BES III 2012 (prelim)

Fermilab/The Lattice/MILC 2011

BES III: CHARM 2012 by Chunlei Liu 
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f+D→π(0) from experiment and theory

14

6

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9
f+

D->π(q2=0)

Fermilab/MILC (2005)
Sum Rules (2009)

CLEO-c (2009)
Experiment + CKM Unitarity

4 % error

Belle (2006)

HPQCD (2011)
f+

D->π(0) = 0.666 (20)stat.(21)sys.

ETMC (2011, preliminary)

FIG. 6: The D ! ! form factor fD!!
+ (0) from this work and

comparisons with other determinations [12, 13, 23–25].

0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25
|Vcd|

(Fermilab/MILC 2005)

PDG 2010: Neutrino exp.

HPQCD 2011

PDG 2010: Semileptonic decay

|Vcd| = 0.225 (6)exp.(10)lat.

PDG 2010: Unitarity

FIG. 7: Comparison of |Vcd| from this work with values in
PDG2010 [14].

VI. SUMMARY

In this article we have presented a new calculation of
the D ! !, l" semileptonic form factor fD!!

+ (q2) at

q2 = 0, with errors a factor of two better than in the
past. This combined with recent precision measurement
of the branching fraction for this process by CLEO-c has
allowed for an accurate determination of the CKM ma-
trix element |Vcd|. Direct determination of |Vcd| from D
semileptonic decays is becoming competitive with that
from neutrino scattering. The fact that these two very
di!erent processes lead to the same |Vcd| is a nontrivial
consistency check of the Standard Model.
Finally using our values for |Vcd| and |Vcs| [10] plus

the most recent |Vcb|excl. = 0.0397(10) from the Fermilab
Lattice & MILC collaborations [27], the most up-to-date
test of second row unitary from Lattice QCD becomes,

|Vcd|2 + |Vcs|2 + |Vcb|2 = 0.976(50). (19)

This improves on the PDG2010 value 1.101(74) [14].
In the future we will be reducing the largest errors

in Table III by increasing statistics and simulating on
finer lattices [28]. Calculations of the full q2 dependence
of fD!K

+ (q2) and fD!!
+ (q2) are also already underway

[28]. Furthermore we are working on updating HPQCD’s
result for the D meson decay constant fD [5] and on
carrying out an independent extraction of |Vcd| from D
leptonic decays [29].
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Appendix A: Priors and Prior Widths for Two- and
Three-Point Correlators

In this appendix we give sample priors and prior widths
used in the fits of section III (the reader is referred to
reference [16] for definitions of these terms). We turn
to the Particle Data Group listings for guidance in pick-
ing priors for energies and energy splittings. All energies
in Table IV are given in lattices units and are appro-
priate for ensemble C2. Numbers for other ensembles
can be obtained by rescaling with corresponding lattice
spacings. Prior widths for amplitudes are fixed based on
exploratory initial fits.

[1] For some recent reviews see :
R. Van de Water, PoS LAT2009, 014 (2009;
V. Lubicz, PoS LAT2009, 013 (2009);
J. Laiho, E. Lunghi and R. Van de Water, Phys. Rev.
D81, 034503 (2010);
J. Shigemitsu, [arXiv:1102.0716 [hep-ph]];

J. Laiho, B.D. Pecjak and C. Schwanda, [arXiv:1107.3934
[hep-ex]].

[2] P. A. Boyle et al. [UKQCD/RBC collaboration]; Eur.
Phys. J. C69, 159-167 (2010).

[3] V. Lubicz et al., [ETMC], Phys. Rev. D 80, 111502
(2009)

With |Vcd| = 0.2252 ± 0.0007, I 
get from BES III new result (3 
par series - as used by CLEO-c): 

derived from BES III (new, prelim) f+(0)|Vcd| 
Warning: my own calculation

Taken from Na, Davies,  Follana, Koponen, Lepage and Shigemitsu,  Phys.Rev. 
D84 (2011) 114505 and modified (added BES III)

(note: BES III result from D0 only, CLEO-c use D0 and D±)
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f+D→K(0) from experiment and theory

15

15

TABLE VII: Total error budget.

Type Error

Statistical 1.5 %

Lattice scale (r1 and r1/a) 0.2 %

Input meson mass 0.1 %

Light quark dependence 0.6 %

Strange quark dependence 0.7 %

Sea quark dependence 0.4 %

amc extrapolation 1.4 %

aEK extrapolation 1.0 %

Finite volume 0.01 %

Charm quark tuning 0.05 %

Total 2.5 %

This “kinematic” e!ect is seen to be less than ! 0.3%.
It is much harder to assess the true dynamical electro-
magnetic e!ects. However no statistically significant dif-
ferences have been observed experimentally [5] and we
will ignore further electromagnetic/isospin breaking ef-
fects. Similarly we will assume that errors due to missing
sea charm quarks are small enough so that they do not
change the 2.5% total error when added in quadrature.
This has been true in the case of several quantities where
it was possible and appropriate to apply perturbative es-
timates of dynamical charm quark e!ects [20].

The total error for f+(0) is estimated here to be 2.5%.
This is a factor of four times smaller than in the previ-
ous lattice calculation of Ref. [6]. This was achievable
because of applying several new methods and techniques
that were described in the text. We employ the HISQ
action for both charm and light quark actions and a
scalar current rather than the traditional vector current.
Because of these new methods, we obtain results with
smaller discretization errors and no operator matching.
We also developed the modified z-expansion extrapola-
tion method, which is crucial to decrease errors due to
the discretization, chiral / continuum extrapolation and
parameterization of the form factor. In order to decrease
statistical errors, we apply random-wall sources and per-
form simultaneous fits with multiple correlators and T ’s.
If we compare with the error budget of Ref. [6], then we
see the statistical errors reduced from 3% to 1.5% and
the extrapolation and parameterization errors from 3%
to 1.5% as well. The biggest improvement is in the dis-
cretization errors. The total discretization errors have
now been reduced from 9% to 2%. We note that the
concept of the discretization errors is di!erent in Ref. [6]
compared to here. In Ref. [6], they estimate the dis-
cretization errors by power counting, since they calculate
at only one lattice spacing. However we actually perform
continuum extrapolations with correction terms for the
discretization e!ects. As a result, we do not have dis-

0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1
f+(q2=0)

HPQCD (2010)

Fermilab/MILC (2005)

Sum Rules (2009)

CLEO-c (2009)

BaBar (2007+update)

Experiment + CKM Unitarity

Other theory

2.5 % error

FIG. 23: Comparisons of f0(q
2 = 0) with other calculations

and experiments.

cretization errors per se, but instead extrapolation errors
due to higher order correction terms.

In their papers both BaBar [4] and CLEO-c [5] have
converted their measurements of f+(0) " |Vcs| into re-
sults for f+(0) using values for |Vcs| fixed by CKM
unitarity. For this CLEO-c uses the 2008 PDG CKM
unitarity value of |Vcs| = 0.97334(23) [24] and obtains
fD!K
+ (0) = 0.739(9) and BaBar uses |Vcs| = 0.9729(3)
leading to f+(0) = 0.737(10). In Fig. 23 we plot the
new HPQCD result of this article, eq.(39), together with
earlier theory results from the lattice [6] and from a re-
cent sum rules calculation [25] and with the BaBar and
CLEO-c numbers. One sees the very welcome reduction
in theory errors which are now small enough so that the
agreement between theory and experiment in Fig. 23 al-
ready provides a nontrivial indirect test of CKM uni-
tarity. We can, however, do better and carry out more
direct tests of unitarity by determining |Vcs| without the
assumption of unitarity.

Direct Determination of |Vcs|
As experimental input we take f+(0) " |Vcs| = 0.719(8)
from CLEO-c [5] and f+(0) " |Vcs| = 0.717(10) from
BaBar [4]. For the latter we have multiplied BaBar’s
quoted f+(0) with their quoted CKM unitarity value for
|Vcs|. Averaging between the two experiments we use
f+(0) " |Vcs| = 0.718(8) together with eq.(39) to extract
|Vcs|. One finds,

|Vcs| = 0.961± 0.011± 0.024, (40)

in good agreement (as expected from Fig. 23) with the
CKM unitarity value of 0.97345(16) [2]. The first error in
(40) is from experiment and the second from the lattice
calculation of this article. This is a very precise direct
determination of |Vcs|, made possible by the many ad-
vances in lattice QCD that are described in this article

With |Vcs| = 0.97345, I get from 
BES III new result (3 par series - 
as used by CLEO-c): 

Taken from Na, Davies,  Follana, Koponen, Lepage and Shigemitsu, Phys.Rev. D82 
(2010) 114506 and modified (added BES III)

derived from BES III (new, prelim) f+(0)|Vcd| 
Warning: my own calculation

(note: BES III result from D0 only, CLEO-c use D0 and D±)
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CLEO-c: D+→ {η, η’ or φ} e+ ν  (tagged)

• Step 1: Reconstruct Tag D 
(provides normalisation)

16

beam-constrained mass of tag D

481k tags

FIG. 7: Distributions of measured MBC(D) or MBC(D) values for single tag D0 and D+ candidates
with D and D candidates combined in each mode. The points are data and the curves are fits
to the data. In each plot, the dashed curve shows the contribution of the ARGUS background

function and the solid curve shows the sum of this background and the signal peak function. The
number of events in each bin is plotted on a square-root scale. The ST D0 decays are illustrated

in the left column and the ST D+ decays are illustrated in the other two columns. The reference
modes D0 ! K+!! and D+ ! K!!+!+ are illustrated in the first two plots from the left in the
top row.

values of these parameters constrained to be equal for D and D. Figure 7 illustrates the
MBC distributions for single tag D0 and D+ data, with D and D distributions combined
in each plot. Table V gives the ST e!ciencies from signal MC and the yields in data.
These quantities were used in the fit, described in Sec. IX, for branching fractions and
numbers of DD events. The items in the column labeled Background in Table V are peaking
backgrounds that were not included in the fit functions; their sources and how they are
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CLEO-c: D+→ {η, η’ or φ} e+ ν  (tagged)

• Step 1: Reconstruct Tag D

• Step 2: Find U (~ missing 
mass) from beam constraint 
and e and η, η’, φ.

17

inferred from 
missing E, p

U ⌘ Emiss � |~pmiss|
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FIG. 1. Tagged analysis U distributions in data (points) for D+ ! ⌘0e+⌫e (a,b), D+ ! �e+⌫e
with � ! K+K� (c), and D+ ! ⌘e+⌫e with ⌘ ! �� (d–f) and ⌘ ! ⇡+⇡�⇡0 (g–i), in the three q2

intervals. The total (solid line) and background (dashed line) distributions from the fits are also
shown.

satisfying | cos ✓⇡�| < 0.70. Signal varies as sin2

✓⇡�, while background is flat. The combined
tag and semileptonic candidates must account for all tracks in the event. The undetected
neutrino leads to missing energy E

miss

⌘ E

beam

� Eh+e and missing momentum p

miss

⌘
�[ph+e+ b

p

tag

((E
beam

/c)2�m

2

Dc
2)1/2], where Eh+e ⌘ Eh+Ee, ph+e ⌘ ph+pe, and b

p

tag

is the
unit vector in the direction of the tag D

� momentum. Correctly reconstructed semileptonic
candidates peak at zero in U ⌘ E

miss

� c|p
miss

|, which has a 10 MeV resolution. For
each tag mode of a given charge in an event, we allow only one semileptonic candidate.
We take the candidate with the smallest

P
X �

2

M(X), where we sum over all reconstructed
X 2 (⇡0

, ⌘, ⌘

0
,�) particles in a candidate. The pull �M(X) ⌘ (M

r

� MX)/�M , where M

r

and MX are the reconstructed and nominal [10] masses for particle X, and the resolution
�M derives from the error matrices of the daughters of X.

The second analysis, generic reconstruction (GR) [11], refines techniques optimized for
association of event-wide missing energy (Eevt

miss

) and momentum (pevt

miss

) with a neutrino [12].
We apply the track and photon selection algorithms of Ref. [12], and impose associated event-
level criteria to reduce background from undetected particles: the charges of the selected
tracks must sum to zero and the number of identified e

± must be exactly one. We then search
for ⌘ (��, ⇡+

⇡

�
⇡

0, and 3⇡0 modes), ⌘0 (⇡+

⇡

�
⌘, ⇡0

⇡

0

⌘��, ⇢�, and �� modes) candidates, using
criteria [11] similar to those of the tagged analysis. This analysis requires | cos ✓⇡�| < 0.85.

For each ⌘

(

0
)

e

±
⌫e candidate, the GR algorithm attempts reconstruction of a hadronic

decay for the second D from the remaining particle content, a departure from the previous
neutrino reconstruction measurements. Doing so both improves the E

evt

miss

and p

evt

miss

resolu-
tions and suppresses combinatoric background. The second D reconstruction begins with
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Generic Reconstruction of D+→{η, η’ or φ} e+ν

• We have 2.4M D+D- events, but only 0.5M tags - 
the generic reconstruction is an attempt to make 
use of the other 1.9M.

• Instead of fully reconstructing a tag D in specific 
decay modes, the generic reconstruction adds up 
all momenta & energies in the event to identify the 
neutrino.

• Several cuts (eg exactly one electron in the decay), 
plus the specific reconstruction of η, πº and KS 
help clean up the sample.

• Signal yield normalised to D→Kππ - normalisation 
mode reconstructed in the same manner as signal.

18
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Combined CLEO-c D+→{η, η’ or φ} e+ν results

19

FIG. 6. The partial rates from the tagged (circles) and GR (squares) analyses, and the form factor
(FF) fit (histogram). The dashed lines indicate the total uncertainty on the fit rates.

with the standard z-expansion parameterization [19, 20]

f

+

(q2) ⌘ 1

P (q2)�(q2, t
0

)

X

k

akz(q
2

, t

0

)k. (2)

We use the standard form of the outer function �(q2, t
0

) and choose t

0

to minimize the
maximum |z| over the physical q2 range (see Ref. [19]). We truncate the series at k = 1 and
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f+(0) |Vcd| = 0.086 (6)(stat)(1)(sys)

D+→{η, η’, φ} e+ν 
Branching Fractions & Limits

(results identical for simple pole or modified pole parameterisation)
Results consistent with both ISGW2 [1] and Fajfer-Kamenic [2] models.
[1] D. Scora and N. Isgur, Phys. Rev. D 52, 2783 (1995)
[2] S. Fajfer and J. Kamenik, Phys. Rev. D 71, 014020 (2005). CLEO: Phys.Rev. D84 (2011) 032001 

CLEO-c 2011

Precision dominated by Generic 
Reconstruction sample
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D → V l ν
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determinations[4]. The experimental precision is of the order of 6% on f+(0) while
lattice predictions are 10% accurate.

As one can expect, the D0 ! K!e+! decay properties are more precisely de-
termined experimentally. BABAR measures " = 0.38 ± 0.02 ± 0.03, with a preci-
sion similar to the CLEO-c experiment. Belle finds " = 0.52 ± 0.08 ± 0.06, well
in agreement with the lattice QCD value (" = 0.50 ± 0.04 ± 0.07). The abso-
lute form factors normalization are f+(0) = 0.695 ± 0.007 ± 0.022 for Belle and
f+(0) = 0.735 ± 007 ± 0.005 ± 0.005 for BABAR, where the third error comes from
external inputs. These measurements agree with the most recent lattice QCD cal-
culation, which has reached a 2.5% precision [5]. It has to be noted that all the
experimental results exclude the simple pole model as they find a mass pole below
the expected D"

s mass. Predictions from the popular Isgur-Wise 2 model are also
excluded by these measurements.

3 D ! V #! decays

Semileptonic decays into a vector meson depend on five variables (q2, three decay
angles as shown on Figure 1, and the mass squared of the vector meson products)
and on three form factors, A1, A2 and V , for which we assume a q2 dependence
dominated by a single pole:

V (q2) =
V (0)

1" q2/m2
V

; A1,2(q
2) =

A1,2(0)

1" q2/m2
A

.

More generally, we consider the D ! PP ##! decays. Ususally the PP # state is
dominated by a vector state, but we also take into account other non dominant S- or
P-waves.

Figure 1: Definition of kinematic variables for the D+
s ! K+K!e+!e decay channel.

2

D
W

K*!

" #

$
l

$
V

K

l

Fig. 1. Definition of kinematic variables.

identification. FOCUS uses two muon detector systems, the inner muon ho-
doscope, and the outer muon detector. Muons are identified by their ability
to penetrate approximately 21 interaction lengths of absorber for the inner
muon system, and 18 interaction lengths for the outer system. For the inner
system, potential muon tracks are projected through the electromagnetic and
hadronic calorimeters, and additional iron shielding walls. This trajectory is
then matched to hits recorded in an inner muon detector consisting of six ar-
rays of scintillation counters subtending approximately ±45 mrad. The outer
muon detector consists of three views of resistive plate chambers which are
shielded by the outer electromagnetic calorimeter and the iron yoke of the
second analysis magnet. This subtends an additional region of roughly ±140
mrad. For the outer muon system, potential muon tracks are projected through
the magnet yoke and then matched to outer muon hits.

Our analysis cuts were chosen to give reasonably uniform acceptance over the 5
kinematic decay variables, while still maintaining a reasonably strong rejection
of backgrounds. To isolate the D+ ! K!!+µ+" topology, we required that
candidate muon, pion, and kaon tracks appeared in a secondary vertex with
a confidence level exceeding 5%. The muon track, when extrapolated to the
shielded muon arrays, was required to match muon hits with a confidence level
exceeding 5%. The kaon was required to have a Čerenkov light pattern more
consistent with that for a kaon than that for a pion by 2 units of log likelihood,
while the pion track was required to have a light pattern favoring the pion
hypothesis over that for the kaon by 2 units [4].

To further reduce muon misidentification, an inner muon candidate was al-
lowed to have at most one missing hit in the 6 planes comprising our inner
muon system. In order to suppress muons from pions and kaons decaying in
our spectrometer, we required inner muon candidates to have an energy ex-
ceeding 8 GeV. For outer muons we required an energy exceeding 6 GeV.
Non-charm and random combinatoric backgrounds were reduced by requir-

4

• Need 5 variables, m2 of V system, 
q2 of eν system, plus 3 angular 
variables to disentangle 3 helicity 
states.

• Need 3 form factors (for massless 
l ) 2 axial and one vector. Usually 
parameterised with simple pole.

• Frequently experiments measure 
the ratios rV, rA.

• Combine D→ρeν  D→K*eν and 
B→V l l  to improve |Vub| (see 
Phys.Rev. D70 (2004) 114005) rV ⌘ V (0)

A1(0)
rA ⌘ A2(0)

A1(0)

http://inspirehep.net/record/649272?ln=e
http://inspirehep.net/record/649272?ln=e
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D→K* e ν, D→Kπ e ν

• BaBar (2011) measure the D→K* e ν form-
factors, using 1/4 M D→Kπeν signal 
events. Amongst the result:

• The decay also has a significant D→{Kπ-S-
wave} e ν, component, first observed by 
FOCUS in 2002. BaBar (2011) find and S-
wave fraction in D→Kπeν:
             (5.78 ± 0.16 ± 0.15)%

21

Interfere = 8 cos !v sin2 !!A!
!

e!i"BK!0

"

H2
0 (3-a)

" 4(1 + cos !!) sin !! sin !v A!
!

ei(#!")BK!0

"

H+H0 (3-b)

+ 4(1 " cos !!) sin !! sin !v A!
!

e!i(#+")BK!0

"

H!H0 (3-c)

Only the first term (3-a), 8 cos !v sin2 !!A!
!

e!i"BK!0

"

H2
0 , will be present if

one integrates over the acoplanarity variable ". Since our acceptance is very
uniform in ", we will primarily observe the e!ects of 3-a when we average
over ". We will begin by studying the acoplanarity-averaged asymmetry dis-
tributions before turning attention to the two acoplanarity dependent terms:
Eqn. 3-b and 3-c.

0

0.8 0.85 0.9 0.95 1

R
e(

ex
p(

-iδ
) B

K* )

M(Kπ), GeV/c2

(b)

δ=0
δ=π/4
δ=π/2
BW

Fig. 4. Asymmetry distribution in K! invariant mass. (a) The dashed line represents
our Monte Carlo simulation with no interfering s-wave amplitude. The experimental
data are the points with error bars. The solid line is the Monte Carlo with an
s-wave amplitude of approximately 0.36 (GeV)!1, and a phase of $

4 . Known charm

backgrounds are simulated for both. (b) A plot of !
!

e!i"BK!0

"

versus mK$ for three

choices of the phase ". We also show an alternative modeling of the s-wave amplitude
as a broad (! = 0.4 GeV/c2) resonance with a mass of 1.1 GeV/c2. We have put the
broad, s-wave resonance in with a real phase relative to the K"0 Breit-Wigner, as one
might expect given the presumed absence of final state interactions in semileptonic
decay. This resonance solution is not unique.

The previously mentioned, weighted mK$ distribution is shown in Figure 4.
The shape of the cos !v term versus mK$ is a strong function of the interfering
s-wave amplitude phase #. Because acceptance and resolution corrections are
small, the phase can be informally determined from the mK$ dependence
expected from the interference of this phase with the phase variation expected
for a Breit-Wigner, !

!

e!i"BK!0

"

. Figure 4(a) demonstrates that the cos !v
weighted distribution in data is consistent with a constant s-wave amplitude
of the form 0.36 exp(i$/4) (GeV)!1. The magnitude of this amplitude is
the value required to match the total asymmetry in data over the interval
0.8 < mK$ < 0.9 GeV/c2. In the discussion to follow, the s-wave amplitude
will be fixed to this value.
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S-wave in this channel was first 
seen by FOCUS (2002). 

The plot shows the cos(θV) - 
weighted distribution in M(Kπ). S 
– P wave interference results in an 
asymmetry in cos(θV).

BaBar: Phys.Rev. D83 (2011) 072001 FOCUS: Phys.Lett. B535 (2002) 43-51

mA = (2.63± 0.10± 0.13)GeV

rV = (1.463± 0.017± 0.032)GeV

r2 = (0.801± 0.020± 0.020)GeV

http://inspirehep.net/record/584268?ln=en
http://inspirehep.net/record/584268?ln=en
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Using D→K* e ν as interferometer to measure 
D→Kπ e ν S-wave
• BaBar (2011) performed a detailed analysis of the Kπ S-wave using its 

interference with K* to extract both magnitude and phase.

• Model-independent measurement of the phase is in much better agreement with 
scattering data (LASS [1], Estabrooks et al [2]) than S-wave contributions 
measured in D+→K–π+π– [3-6].

22

Phase of S-wave Component 

• Agreement with  K- p interactions producing K- π+  at small 
momentum transfer 

• Additional negative sign between S and P wave compared with 
elastic Kπ scattering  

18 

[1] D. Aston et al., Nucl. Phys. B 296, 493 (1988). (LASS)
[2] P. Estabrooks et al., Nucl. Phys. B 133, 490 (1978).
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FIG. 2: (color online) a) Comparison between the S-wave phase measured in various experiments analyzing the D+ ! K!!+!+

channel (E791 [6], FOCUS [7, 8] and CLEO [9]) and a fit to LASS data (continuous line). The dashed line corresponds to the
extrapolation of the fitted curve. Phase measurements from D+ decays are shifted to be equal to zero at mK! = 0.67 GeV/c2.
b) The S-wave amplitude magnitude measured in various experiments is compared with the elastic expression. Normalization
is arbitrary between the various distributions.

tion but took LASS results:

cot (!BG) =
1

aS,BG p!
+

bS,BG p!

2
, (11)

aS,BG = (4.03± 1.72± 0.06) GeV"1,

bS,BG = (1.29± 0.63± 0.67) GeV"1.

These values corresponded to the total S-wave ampli-
tude measured by LASS which was the sum of I = 1/2
and I = 3/2 contributions whereas only the former com-
ponent was present in charm semileptonic decays. For the
S-wave amplitude they assumed that it was proportional
to the elastic amplitude (see Eq. (4)). For the P -wave,
they used a relativistic Breit-Wigner with mass depen-
dent width [27]. They fitted the values of the pole mass,
the width and the Blatt-Weisskopf damping parameter
for the K!(892). These values from FOCUS are given in
Table IV and compared with present world averages [16].
, dominated by the P -wave measurements from LASS.
They also compared the measured angular asymme-

try of the K in the K" rest frame versus the K" mass
with expectations from a # resonance and conclude that
the presence of a # could be neglected. They used
a Breit-Wigner distribution for the # amplitude using
values measured by the E791 collaboration [28] for the
mass and width of this resonance (m! = 797 ± 19 ±
43 MeV/c2, !! = 410± 43± 87 MeV/c2). This approach
to search for a # does not seem to be appropriate. Adding

TABLE IV: Parameters of the K"(892)0 measured by FO-
CUS are compared with world average or previous values.

Parameter FOCUS results [26] previous results

mK!0 (MeV/c2) 895.41 ± 0.32+0.35
!0.43 895.94 ± 0.22 [16]

!0
K!0 (MeV/c2) 47.79 ± 0.86+1.32

!1.06 48.7 ± 0.8 [16]

rBW (GeV/c)!1 3.96 ± 0.54+1.31
!0.90 3.40 ± 0.67 [5]

a # in this way violates the Watson theorem as the phase
of the fitted K" amplitude would di"er greatly from the
one measured by LASS. In addition, the interpretation
of LASS measurements in Ref. [19] concluded there was
evidence for a #. In addition to the K!(892) they mea-
sured the rate for the non-resonant S-wave contribution
and placed limits on other components (Table V).

Analyzing D+ ! K""+e+$e events from a sample
corresponding to 281 pb"1 integrated luminosity, the
CLEO-c collaboration had confirmed the FOCUS result
for the S-wave contribution. They did not provide an
independent measurement of the S-wave phase [15].

[3] E.M. Aitala et al. (Fermilab E791 Collaboration), Phys. Rev. D 73, 032004 (2006). [4] J.M. Link et al. (FOCUS Collaboration), Phys. Lett. B 653, 1 (2007).
[5] J.M. Link et al. (FOCUS Collaboration), Phys. Lett. B 681, 14 (2009). [6] A. Bonvicini et al. (CLEO Collaboration), Phys. Rev. D 78, 052001 (2008).

red crosses: Binned analysis
red line: Fit to binned analysis
blue/green: Kπ scattering [1-2]

BaBar 2011
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Non-parametric D→Kπ e/μ ν form factors

• CLEO-c (2010) use a projective reweighting technique pioneered by 
FOCUS (2006).

• Basic idea: rates (after integrating over χ) can be expressed as

• .... histogram in q2 = integrate over θl,θV. Find functions F⊥i(θl,θV) 
orthogonal to the Fi(θl,θV).  Weighting events by F⊥i(θl,θV) removes the 
corresponding terms from the q2 projection.

23

CLEO: Phys.Rev. D81 (2010) 112001; FOCUS: Phys. Lett. B 633, 183 (2006)
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Non-parametric D→Kπ e/μ ν form factors

• Plots on left compare model-
independent measurements with 
simple pole model - generally 
good agreement.

• Confirms evidence for S-wave.

• Cleo-c’s analysis consideres 
highly-suppressed amplitudes 
with right-handed   e/μ (adds a 
helicity, HT, and a form factor, A3)

• HTH0 interference less than 
LQCD prediction.
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FIG. 10: We show uncorrected plots of the h0(q2)H0(q2) for data with D+ ! K!!+µ+"µ and

D+ ! K!!+e+"e combined. (a) is for events below the nominal K"0 pole: 0.8 < mK! <
0.9 GeV/c2. (b) is for events above the nominal pole: 0.9 < mK! < 1.0 GeV/c2. There is a
strong h0(q2)H0(q2) signal below the nominal pole but no evidence for a non-zero h0(q2)H0(q2)

form factor above the pole. Note the order of magnitude di!erence in the y-axis scales between
the left and right plots.

FIG. 11: Non-parametric form factor products obtained for the data (multiplied by q2) for ten
evenly spaced q2 bins. The reconstructed form factor products are shown as the points with error

bars, where the error bars represent the statistical uncertainties. The three points at each q2 value
are: filled circles a combined D+ ! K!!+µ+"µ & D+ ! K!!+e+"e sample, empty squares D+ !
K!!+e+"e only, and empty triangles D+ ! K!!+µ+"µ only. The solid curves show our SPD

model. The histogram plots are: (a) q2H2
+(q

2), (b) q2H2
!(q

2), (c) q2H2
0 (q

2), (d) q2h0(q2)H0(q2),
(e) q2H2

t (q
2), and (f) q2H0(q2)Ht(q2).
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FIG. 2. Projections of the combined !! and !0 data (points with statistical error bars) and the fit
(solid histogram) onto q2, cos "e, cos "!, and #. The dashed lines show the sum of the background

distributions.

function is estimated at each data point using signal MC events by sampling the MC distri-
bution at the reconstructed level in a search volume around the data point, then weighting
by the ratio of the decay distribution for the trial values of rV and r2 to that of the gener-
ated distribution. The search volumes are one tenth the full kinematic range of each of the
four dimensions. Large MC samples are generated to ensure that each search volume has
su!cient statistics. The background probability density function is modeled using events
from the generic MC. Due to the low statistics of the background in the generic MC, we
reduce the four dimensional space to lower dimensional subspaces. Due to the correlation
between q2 and cos !e, the two subspaces are chosen to be (q2, cos !e) and (cos !!, "). The
background normalization is fixed in the fits to the values measured in the determination of
the branching fractions.

Using the above method, a simultaneous fit is made to the isospin-conjugate modes
D0 ! #!e+$e and D+ ! #0e+$e. We find rV = 1.48 ± 0.15 and r2 = 0.83 ± 0.11, with a
correlation coe!cient #V 2 = "0.18. The confidence level of the fit is determined to be 5.0%
by comparing the negative log-likelihood from the data to the distribution from toy MC fits.
Fig. 2 shows the q2, cos !e, cos !!, and " projections for the combined #! and #0 data and
the fit. We also make fits to the two modes separately. The results are consistent. We note
that the di"erence between the data and the fit projection for cos !! might be due to s-wave
interference.
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We have considered the following sources of systematic uncertainty in the form factor
measurement. Our estimate of their magnitude are given in parentheses for rV and r2,
respectively. The uncertainty associated with background modeling (0.01, 0.02) is estimated
by changing the normalization of the three largest background components by a factor of
two in each semileptonic mode. The uncertainty due to imperfect knowledge of the ! line
shape (0.01, 0.02) is estimated by modifying the ! line shape by increasing and decreasing
the population of signal MC events below and above the nominal ! mass [8] by 20%. The
uncertainty due to non-resonant background (0.01, 0.02) is obtained by repeating the fit with
an additional interfering non-resonant D ! ""e+#e component (s-wave) following Ref. [17].
The procedure for extracting the form factor parameters is tested using the generic MC
sample, from which events are drawn randomly to form mock data samples, each equivalent
in size to the data sample. When backgrounds are absent, the measured form factor ratios
are consistent with the input values. In the presence of background, a small statistically
significant shift is observed. Its magnitude is taken as the uncertainty due to possible bias
in the form factor fitter (0.03, 0.02). The uncertainty associated with the unknown q2

dependence of the form factors (0.03, 0.02) is estimated by introducing a second pole [3].

Adding all sources of systematic uncertainty in quadrature, the final result is rV = 1.48±
0.15 ± 0.05 and r2 = 0.83 ± 0.11 ± 0.04. Using |Vcd| = 0.2252 ± 0.0007 obtained using
CKM unitarity constraints [8] and the lifetimes $D0 = (410.1 ± 1.5) " 10!15s and $D+ =
(1040± 7)" 10!15s [8], we combine our form factor ratio and branching fraction results to
obtain A1(0) = 0.56± 0.01+0.02

!0.03, A2(0) = 0.47± 0.06± 0.04, and V (0) = 0.84± 0.09+0.05
!0.06.

Our branching fraction results are compared to previous measurements [10], with which
they are consistent, and theoretical predictions in Table I. The results are consistent with
isospin invariance: !(D0"!!e+"e)

2!(D+"!0e+"e)
= 1.03 ± 0.09+0.08

!0.02. Isospin symmetry is not expected to

be exact due to !0 # % interference [16]. Theoretical predictions from the ISGW2 model [2]
and a model (FK) which combines heavy-quark symmetry and properties of the chiral La-
grangian [3], are also listed in Table I. The branching fractions for ISGW2 are obtained
by combining the partial rates in Ref. [2] with |Vcd| and $D from PDG [8]. Our branching
fraction results are more consistent with the FK predictions than ISGW2.

The FK model predicts A1(0) = 0.61, A2(0) = 0.31, and V (0) = 1.05. These values are
compatible with our form factor measurements. No other experimental form factor results
on these decays exist. Our values of rV and r2 are very similar to the current PDG average
of D+ ! K̄#0e+# form factor ratios rV = 1.62± 0.08 and r2 = 0.83± 0.05 [8].

In summary, we have made the first measurement of the form factor ratios and absolute
form factor normalization in D ! !e+#e, and improved branching fraction measurements
for these decays and D+ ! %e+#e. Our branching fractions are consistent with our previous
measurements but with improved precision. The form factor measurement in D ! !e+#e is
the first in a semileptonic Cabibbo-suppressed pseudoscalar-to-vector transition.

We gratefully acknowledge the e!ort of the CESR sta! in providing us with excellent
luminosity and running conditions. This work was supported by the A.P. Sloan Foundation,
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FIG. 1. Fits to the U and hadron invariant mass distributions in data (filled circles with error bars)

for (a) and (d) D0 ! !!e+"e, !! ! #!#0; (b) and (e) D+ ! !0e+"e, !0 ! #+#!; and (c) and
(f) D+ ! $e+"e, $ ! #+#!#0. The solid line represents the fit of the sum of the signal function
and background function to the data. The dashed line indicates the background contribution. The

arrows indicate a ±48 MeV region around the K0
S mass, which has been removed for display.

certainty due to the line shape of the ! is estimated by (1) requiring |U | < 60 MeV and
fitting the m!! distribution, (2) varying the selection criterion |m!! "m0| < 150 MeV. The
uncertainty due to the non-resonant background is obtained by performing a form factor
fit, with an additional interfering non-resonant D ! ""e+#e (s-wave) component modeled
following Ref. [17], then integrating over the kinematic variables to recalculate the branching
fractions. The unknown form factors in D+ ! $e+#e are the dominant uncertainty in its
branching fraction (3.0%). The remaining systematic uncertainties include the track and "0

finding e!ciencies, positron and charged hadron identification, the number of tags, the no-
additional-track requirement, the shape of the signal and background functions, and the MC
FSR and form factor modeling. These estimates are added in quadrature to obtain the total
systematic uncertainties on the branching fractions: +5.7

!5.9%, +5.5
!10.0%, 4.1%, for D0 ! !!e+#e,

D+ ! !0e+#e, and D+ ! $e+#e, respectively.
A form factor analysis is performed for D ! !e+#e. We calculate the energy and mo-

mentum of the neutrino using E" = Emiss and |p" | = Emiss, because Emiss is better measured
than |pmiss|. Without ambiguity, the four kinematic variables (q2, cos %!, cos %e &) are
measured with resolutions of (0.021 GeV2/c4, 0.020, 0.048, 0.024) for D0 ! !!e+#e, and
(0.013 GeV2/c4, 0.013, 0.037, 0.019) for D+ ! !0e+#e.

A four-dimensional maximum likelihood fit in a manner similar to Ref. [18] is performed
in the space of q2, cos %!, cos %e, and &. The technique makes possible a multidimensional
fit to variables modified by experimental acceptance and resolution taking into account cor-
relations among the variables. The signal probability density function for the likelihood

6

First 
measurement.

TABLE I. Signal e!ciencies, yields, and branching fractions (BSL) for D0 ! !!e+"e, D+ !
!0e+"e, and D+ ! #e+"e, from this work, our previous (prev) measurements [10], and two model

predictions: ISGW2 [2] and FK [3]. All BSL are in units of 10!3. The uncertainties for $ andNtag, SL

are statistical, while the uncertainties for branching fractions are statistical and systematic in that
order. The e!ciencies include the ! and # decay branching fractions from the PDG [8].

Decay Mode ! (%) Ntag, SL BSL BSL(prev) BSL(ISGW2) BSL(FK)

D0 " "!e+#e 26.03 ± 0.02 304.6 ± 20.9 1.77± 0.12± 0.10 1.94 ± 0.39 ± 0.13 1.0 2.0
D+ " "0e+#e 42.84 ± 0.03 447.4 ± 24.5 2.17± 0.12+0.12

!0.22 2.1 ± 0.4 ± 0.1 1.3 2.5

D+ " $e+#e 14.67 ± 0.03 128.5 ± 12.6 1.82± 0.18± 0.07 1.6+0.7
!0.6± 0.1 1.3 2.5

To remove multiple candidates in each semileptonic mode one combination is chosen per tag
mode per tag charge, based on the proximity of the invariant masses of the !0, !+, or "
candidates to their expected masses.

The U and invariant mass distributions for D0 ! !!e+#e, D+ ! !0e+#e, and D+ !
"e+#e with all tag modes combined are shown in Fig. 1. The yield for each of the three
modes is determined from a binned likelihood fit to the U distribution where the signal is
described by a modified Crystal Ball function with two power-law tails [14] which account
for initial- and final-state radiation (FSR) and mismeasured tracks. The signal parameters
are fixed with a GEANT-based Monte Carlo (MC) simulation [15] in fits to the data. The
background functions are determined by MC simulation that incorporates all available data
on D meson decays, which we refer to as “generic MC”. For D0 ! !!e+#e, the backgrounds
arise mostly from D0 ! K#!e+#e, peaking at positive U and modeled with a Gaussian,
and events with misidentified tags, which are accounted for in the fit by a fourth order
polynomial. The backgrounds to D+ ! !0e+#e has its largest contribution from D+ !
K̄#0e+#, K̄#0 ! K!$+, with the peak at higher U due to charged kaons misidentified as
charged pions, and the peak at lower U from either decay-in-flight kaons or interactions with
detector material. We categorize the background components according to their shape in
U and parameterize the overall background shape using combinations of polynomials and
Gaussian functions. The background shape parameters are fixed in fits to the data, while the
background normalizations are allowed to float. The signal shapes for the invariant mass
distributions of the hadronic system are modeled with a Breit-Wigner function, and the
background shapes are modeled with generic MC. The peaking background forD+ ! !0e+#e
arises from D+ ! "e+#e, " ! $+$!. Due to the tag, backgrounds from the non-DD̄
processes e+e! ! qq̄, where q is a u, d, or s quark, e+e! ! %+%!, and e+e! ! &(2S)', are
negligible [12]. The signal yields Ntag,SL are given in Table I.

The second row of Fig. 1 shows the m%!%0, m%+%!, and m%+%!%0 distributions with |U | <
60 MeV for the three signal modes, respectively. The peaking background at m%!%0 "
0.49 GeV/c2 arises from D0 ! K!e+# with K! ! $!$0. The small background peak at
m%+%! " 0.78 GeV/c2 is due to D+ ! "e+#e with " ! $+$! [16].

The absolute branching fractions in Table I are obtained using Eq. (6). The signal
e!ciencies ( are determined by MC simulation, and have been weighted by the tag yields in
the data.

The systematic uncertainties for the branching fractions of D0 ! !!e+#e and D+ !
!0e+#e are dominated by uncertainties in the line shape of the ! (5.0%), and the non-
resonant background (#1.5% for D0 ! !!e+#e and #8.4% for D+ ! !0e+#e). The un-
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D+→ρ0e+ν, 
ρ→ππ

D0→ρ–e+ν, 
ρ–→π–π0

D+→ωe+ν, 
ω→πππ0

We have considered the following sources of systematic uncertainty in the form factor
measurement. Our estimate of their magnitude are given in parentheses for rV and r2,
respectively. The uncertainty associated with background modeling (0.01, 0.02) is estimated
by changing the normalization of the three largest background components by a factor of
two in each semileptonic mode. The uncertainty due to imperfect knowledge of the ! line
shape (0.01, 0.02) is estimated by modifying the ! line shape by increasing and decreasing
the population of signal MC events below and above the nominal ! mass [8] by 20%. The
uncertainty due to non-resonant background (0.01, 0.02) is obtained by repeating the fit with
an additional interfering non-resonant D ! ""e+#e component (s-wave) following Ref. [17].
The procedure for extracting the form factor parameters is tested using the generic MC
sample, from which events are drawn randomly to form mock data samples, each equivalent
in size to the data sample. When backgrounds are absent, the measured form factor ratios
are consistent with the input values. In the presence of background, a small statistically
significant shift is observed. Its magnitude is taken as the uncertainty due to possible bias
in the form factor fitter (0.03, 0.02). The uncertainty associated with the unknown q2

dependence of the form factors (0.03, 0.02) is estimated by introducing a second pole [3].

Adding all sources of systematic uncertainty in quadrature, the final result is rV = 1.48±
0.15 ± 0.05 and r2 = 0.83 ± 0.11 ± 0.04. Using |Vcd| = 0.2252 ± 0.0007 obtained using
CKM unitarity constraints [8] and the lifetimes $D0 = (410.1 ± 1.5) " 10!15s and $D+ =
(1040± 7)" 10!15s [8], we combine our form factor ratio and branching fraction results to
obtain A1(0) = 0.56± 0.01+0.02

!0.03, A2(0) = 0.47± 0.06± 0.04, and V (0) = 0.84± 0.09+0.05
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Our branching fraction results are compared to previous measurements [10], with which
they are consistent, and theoretical predictions in Table I. The results are consistent with
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2!(D+"!0e+"e)
= 1.03 ± 0.09+0.08

!0.02. Isospin symmetry is not expected to

be exact due to !0 # % interference [16]. Theoretical predictions from the ISGW2 model [2]
and a model (FK) which combines heavy-quark symmetry and properties of the chiral La-
grangian [3], are also listed in Table I. The branching fractions for ISGW2 are obtained
by combining the partial rates in Ref. [2] with |Vcd| and $D from PDG [8]. Our branching
fraction results are more consistent with the FK predictions than ISGW2.

The FK model predicts A1(0) = 0.61, A2(0) = 0.31, and V (0) = 1.05. These values are
compatible with our form factor measurements. No other experimental form factor results
on these decays exist. Our values of rV and r2 are very similar to the current PDG average
of D+ ! K̄#0e+# form factor ratios rV = 1.62± 0.08 and r2 = 0.83± 0.05 [8].

In summary, we have made the first measurement of the form factor ratios and absolute
form factor normalization in D ! !e+#e, and improved branching fraction measurements
for these decays and D+ ! %e+#e. Our branching fractions are consistent with our previous
measurements but with improved precision. The form factor measurement in D ! !e+#e is
the first in a semileptonic Cabibbo-suppressed pseudoscalar-to-vector transition.

We gratefully acknowledge the e!ort of the CESR sta! in providing us with excellent
luminosity and running conditions. This work was supported by the A.P. Sloan Foundation,
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Axial vector form factors in Ds ! φ semileptonic decays from lattice QCD Gordon Donald
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Figure 3: The form factors for Ds ! φ . Because of the kinematics, only A1(q2) contributes at q2
max (where

both the Ds and φ mesons are at rest). All the form factors are calculated with pφa= 0.3 and pφa= 0.4195,
where the latter corresponds to q2 = 0. We also plot BaBar’s values for the experimentally accessible A1(q2),
A2(q2) and V (q2) form factors at q2 = 0.

HPQCD 2011 BaBar 2008 [3] UKQCD 2001 [2]
A1(0) 0.594(22) 0.607(11)(19)(18) 0.63(2)

Local A1(0) 0.603(20) – –
V (0) 0.903(67) 1.122(85)" 0.85(4)
A0(0) 0.686(17) – 0.63(2)
A2(0) 0.401(80) 0.463(61)" 0.62(5)
rV 1.52(12) 1.849(60)(95) 1.35(7)"

r2 0.62(12) 0.763(71)(65) 0.98(8)"

Table 2: Table of form factors at q2 = 0. We quote our determinations of A1(0) using 1-link and local
operators separately. Entries marked with " have been extracted from the published results. BaBar’s results
include statistical and systematic errors. The third error quoted on their value of A1(0) is from theoretical
input.

3.4 Comparison with experiment and previous calculations

Table 2 compares our results at q2 = 0 to BaBar’s and those of previous quenched lattice QCD
calculations. Our results for A2(0) and r2 use our local A1(0) result, but the 1-link result is in close
agreement. We calculate r2 directly from our results for A1(0) and A0(0) for better control of the
errors.

In Figure 3, we plot the shape of the form factors as a function of q2. We expect the q2

dependence to be relatively mild, and approximately the same, for all the axial vector form factors
and steeper for the vector form factor. BaBar assume the shape of the form factor and extract its
value at q2 = 0 from the total semileptonic rate. Our results for A1(0) and A2(0) are in agreement
with BaBar and our V (0) result is a little lower. In the previous quenched lattice QCD results, no
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Table and HPQCD results from: Donald, Davies, Koponen: arXiv:1111.0254 [hep-lat], Nov 2011
BaBar: Phys.Rev. D78 (2008) 051101 

• Due to higher mass of spectator quark, expect more reliable lattice 
QCD form factor calculations than for D+.

• Recent results for DS→φ e ν show good agreement:

http://inspirehep.net/record/943993?ln=en
http://inspirehep.net/record/943993?ln=en
http://inspirehep.net/record/790461?ln=en
http://inspirehep.net/record/790461?ln=en
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Ds→KK e ν and the f0 at BaBar

• Ds→KK e ν at BaBar:
KK system dominated by φ, but there 
is a significant S-wave component 
(first observed by BaBar), evident in as 
an asymmetry in cos(θV). 

• BaBar measure an f0 BR:

• Which is similar to the D+ system:
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KK mass distribution

cos(θV)-weighted KK 
mass distribution

5

di!erences compared to data. Radiative processes are
simulated with PHOTOS [18].

We reconstruct D+
s ! K+K!e+!e decays, for D+

s

produced in e+e! ! cc events. The hadronization of
the cc system leads to the formation of two jets, emitted
back-to-back in the center-of-mass (c.m.) frame. The
analysis method is similar to the one used for the decay
D0 ! K!e+!e [1]. The only di!erences are that the cas-
cade from a D" is not used to evaluate the signal, and the
detector performance for the D+

s reconstruction is mea-
sured using D+

s ! "#+ decays rather than the cascade
decay D"+ ! D0#+, D0 ! K!#+.

The event thrust axis is determined from all charged
and neutral particles in the c.m. system and its direc-
tion is required to be in the range | cos($thrust)| < 0.6
to minimize the loss of particles in regions close to the
beam axis. A plane perpendicular to the thrust axis is
used to define two hemispheres, equivalent to the two jets
produced by quark fragmentation. In each hemisphere,
we search for the decay products of the D+

s , namely a
positron, of momentum greater than 0.5 GeV/c, and two
oppositely charged kaons. Since the !e momentum is un-
measured, a kinematic fit is performed, constraining the
invariant mass of the candidate K+K!e+!e system to
the D+

s mass. In this fit, the D+
s direction and the neu-

trino energy are estimated from the other, charged and
neutral, particles measured in the event. The D+

s di-
rection is taken as the direction opposite to the sum of
the momenta of all reconstructed particles, except for the
kaons and the positron associated with the signal candi-
date. The neutrino energy is estimated as the di!erence
between the total energy of the jet containing the can-
didate and the sum of the energies of all reconstructed
particles in that hemisphere. The D+

s candidate is re-
tained if the %2 probability of the kinematic fit exceeds
10!2.

Sizable backgrounds arise from & (4S) ! BB̄ decays
and two-jet events from e+e! ! qq̄, q = u, d, s, c.
Backgrounds are predominantly rejected by using two
Fisher discriminant variables that exploit di!erences in
the production characteristics of hadrons in signal and
background. The first variable is used to separate signal
in jet-like cc̄ events from BB̄ with a more spherical topol-
ogy. The chosen cut retains 71% of the signal and rejects
86% of the BB̄ background. The second Fisher discrim-
inant uses variables related to the di!erent production
characteristics of particles from Ds decays and c-quark
fragmentation. The selected cut retains 71% of the signal
decays, and rejects 72% of the background. The overall
signal e"ciency is approximately 4.5%. Figure 1a) shows
the K+K! invariant mass distribution for the selected
decays compared to the simulation. There are 31,839
events in the signal region, with an estimated background
of 20.3%. About 70% of the total background is peaking,
corresponding to a " decay combined with an electron
from another source. The interference between S- and P-
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FIG. 1: a) K+K! invariant mass distribution from data
and simulated events. MC events have been normalized to
the data luminosity according to the di!erent cross sections.
The arrows indicate the selected K+K! mass interval. In b),
each event is weighted by the measured value of cos !K . Neg-
ative entries are produced by the cc̄ background asymmetry
in cos !K .

waves generates an asymmetry in the cos $K distribution
which is revealed in Fig. 1b), where events have been
weighted by cos $K .

To extract NS (the number of reconstructed signal
events), rV , r2, mA and r0, we perform a binned maxi-
mum likelihood fit to the four-dimensional decay distri-
bution in the variables q2, cos $e, cos $K and %. The
sensitivity to mV is weak and we fix this parameter to
2.1 GeV/c2. The data are divided into 625 bins, with five
equal-sized bins per variable, and

L = "
625!

i=1

lnP(ndata
i |nMC

i ). (5)

For each bin i, P(ndata
i |nMC

i ) is the Poisson probability
to observe ndata

i events when nMC
i events are expected,

nMC
i ('() = NS

"nSMC
i

j=1 wj('()

Wtot('()
+ nBMC

i . (6)

Here nSMC
i is the number of signal MC events with re-
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FIG. 1: a) K+K! invariant mass distribution from data
and simulated events. MC events have been normalized to
the data luminosity according to the di!erent cross sections.
The arrows indicate the selected K+K! mass interval. In b),
each event is weighted by the measured value of cos !K . Neg-
ative entries are produced by the cc̄ background asymmetry
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waves generates an asymmetry in the cos $K distribution
which is revealed in Fig. 1b), where events have been
weighted by cos $K .

To extract NS (the number of reconstructed signal
events), rV , r2, mA and r0, we perform a binned maxi-
mum likelihood fit to the four-dimensional decay distri-
bution in the variables q2, cos $e, cos $K and %. The
sensitivity to mV is weak and we fix this parameter to
2.1 GeV/c2. The data are divided into 625 bins, with five
equal-sized bins per variable, and
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Ds+→f0μ+ν at CLEO-c

• DS→f0 e ν was subsequently analysed by 
CLEO-c (2009) with f0→ππ.

• CLEO-c performed a full form-factor analysis.

• The result was used to evaluate the form-factor 
ratio at q2 = 0.
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FIG. 8: The q2 distributions for (a) D+
s ! f0e+! fit to a function allowing a varying pole mass

and (b) D+
s ! "e+! fit to a function with form factors fixed to those measured by BaBar [3].

We have previously checked the resolution in MM2 by fitting to a sample of D+
s ! K+K0

candidates where we first found the K0 and then ignored it [10]. The resolution agreed with
the simulation to 1.7%. Here, because we have a positron in the final state instead of a
K+ we use an uncertainty of ±3.4% to allow for uncertainties associated with radiation in
detector material. We have made wide selection cuts to minimize the e!ect of any resolution
errors on our extracted rates.

We note that there is no enhancement in our ability to find tags in f0e+! or "e+! events
(tag bias) as compared with events where the D+

s decays generically. Using a Monte Carlo
simulation for each tag mode independently and then average the results based on the known
tag fractions, we find a correction factor of (0±1%), which we assign as a systematic error.

TABLE IV: Systematic errors on determination of the branching fractions.

Error Source Size (%)

Track finding 2.1
Hadron identification 2.0

Electron identification 1.0
MM2 width 3.4
Background 1.0

Number of tags 2.0
Tag bias 1.0

Total 5.2
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FIG. 9: Invariant mass distribution for !+!! in the semileptonic mode. The dotted curve shows

the signal shape, a relativistic Breit-Wigner modified by phase space and form factor e!ects, the
long-dashed distributions are from sidebands of the D!

s candidate invariant mass distributions while
the shorter dashed curve in shows the "" ! !+!!# background level, and the dashed-dot curve

shows the (small) !+!!!0 background from $e+%. The solid curve shows the total.

We measure the ratio of decay rates at q2 = 0

Rf/! "
d!
dq2 (D+

s ! f0(980)e+!, f0 ! "+"!) |q2=0

d!
dq2 (D+

s ! #e+!, #! K+K!) |q2=0

= (42 ± 11)% . (23)

This ratio has been predicted by Stone and Zhang to equal [6]

Rf/! =
!(Bs ! J/$f0, f0 ! "+"!)

!(Bs ! J/$#, #! K+K!)
. (24)

Our measurement indicates that the Bs ! J/$f0 channel may indeed be a useful place to
measure CP violation in the Bs system in that the rate can be #40% that for J/$# mode,
especially since an angular analysis is not necessary, as the J/$f0 mode is a CP eigenstate.

Finally, we show that viewing the f0 as a quark-antiquark state results in a mixing angle
between ss and light quarks whose cosine is close to unity, consistent with other estimates
[19]. Thus, the large rate into "" may be the result of part of the wave-function being a
four-quark state [2].

VI. ACKNOWLEDGMENTS

We thank Joe Schechter and Justine Serrano for useful conversations. We gratefully
acknowledge the e"ort of the CESR sta" in providing us with excellent luminosity and
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6 Results

6.1 CP content

The main result in this paper is that CP -odd final states dominate. The f2(1270) helicity
±1 yield is (0.21 ± 0.65)%. As this represents a mixed CP state, the upper limit on the
CP -even fraction due to this state is < 1.3% at 95% confidence level (CL). Adding the
⇢(770) amplitude and repeating the fit shows that only an insignificant amount of ⇢(770)
can be tolerated; in fact, the isospin violating J/ ⇢(770) final state is limited to < 1.5%
at 95% CL. The sum of f2(1270) helicity ±1 and ⇢(770) is limited to < 2.3% at 95% CL.
In the ⇡+

⇡

� mass region within ±90 MeV of 980 MeV, this limit improves to < 0.6% at
95% CL.

6.2 Total branching fraction ratio

To avoid the uncertainties associated with absolute branching fraction measurements, we
quote branching fractions relative to the B

0
s

! J/ � channel. The detection e�ciency
for this channel from Monte Carlo simulation is (1.15± 0.01)%, where the error is due to
the limited Monte Carlo sample size.

The simulated detection e�ciency for B0
s

! J/ ⇡

+
⇡

� as a function of the m2(⇡+
⇡

�)
is shown in Fig. 18. The simulation does not model the pion and kaon identification
e�ciencies with su�cient accuracy for our purposes. Therefore, we measure the kaon
identification e�ciency with respect to the Monte Carlo simulation. We use samples of
D

⇤+ ! ⇡

+
D

0, D0 ! K

�
⇡

+ events selected without kaon identification to measure the
kaon and pion e�ciencies with respect to the simulation, and an additional sample of
K

0
s

! ⇡

+
⇡

� decay for pions. The identification e�ciency is measured in bins of pT and
⌘ and then the averages are weighted using the event distributions in the data. We find
the correction to the J/ � e�ciency is 0.970 (two kaons) and that to the J/ f0 e�ciency
is 0.973 (two pions). The additional correction due to particle identification then is
0.997±0.010. In addition, we re-weight the B

0
s

p and pT distributions in the simulation
which lowers the ⇡+

⇡

� e�ciency by 1.01% with respect to the K

+
K

� e�ciency.
Dividing the number of the J/ ⇡+

⇡

� signal events by the J/ K+
K

� yield, applying
the additional corrections as described above, and taking into account B (�! K

+
K

�) =
(48.9± 0.5)% [8], we find

B
�
B

0
s

! J/ ⇡

+
⇡

��

B
�
B

0
s

! J/ �

� = (21.28± 0.51± 0.56)%.

Whenever two uncertainties are quoted the first is statistical and the second systematic.
The latter will be discussed later in Section 7. This branching fraction ratio has not been
previously measured.
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• This provided further evidence that B(Bs→J/ψ f0)/B(Bs→J/ψ φ) could be large 
enough to make a significant contribution to measuring sin(φs). Recently, LHCb 
found: 

CLEO-c 2009+ LHCb 2012

CLEO: Phys.Rev. D80 (2009) 052009 

LHCb: arXiv:1204.5643 [hep-ex] (2012)

(see also Yuehong Xie and 
Liming Zhang’s talks, yesterday)

http://inspirehep.net/record/826065?ln=en
http://inspirehep.net/record/826065?ln=en
http://inspirehep.net/record/1112264?ln=en
http://inspirehep.net/record/1112264?ln=en
http://hep.ustc.edu.cn/indico/contributionDisplay.py?contribId=38&confId=7
http://hep.ustc.edu.cn/indico/contributionDisplay.py?contribId=38&confId=7
http://hep.ustc.edu.cn/indico/contributionDisplay.py?contribId=39&confId=7
http://hep.ustc.edu.cn/indico/contributionDisplay.py?contribId=39&confId=7
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CLEO-c search for Ds→ω e ν

• Highly suppressed. Potential processes 
(Gronau & Rosner Phys.Rev. D79 (2009) 
074006):

• Via ω-φ mixing (ω has ss 
component)?  BR < 2⋅10–4

• Via weak annihilation (radiate an ω in 
a non-perturbative process before 
annihilating)? BR ~ (0.13 ± 0.05)%

• Anything larger might hint at a four-
quark content of the Ds 
(4-quark systems have been suggested to 
explain several exotic charmonium states).

29

22/4/11 3

Motivation
 Exotic charm states 

have been interpreted 
in terms of four-quark 
states
 Study of Ds

+→we+ν
probes four-quark 
content of Ds

+

 Decay can also 
proceed through w-f 
mixing
 BF=(0.13±0.05)%
 Gronau and Rosner

 PRD 79, 074006 (2009)First search First search 

_

Ds→ω e ν as a probe for a 4-
quark contribution to the Ds

CLEO-c 2011

http://inspirehep.net/record/812852?ln=en
http://inspirehep.net/record/812852?ln=en
http://inspirehep.net/record/812852?ln=en
http://inspirehep.net/record/812852?ln=en
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CLEO-c search for Ds→ω e ν

• Analysis makes careful use of 
control channels Ds→ηeν and 
Ds→φeν.

• No evidence for Ds→ωeν.

• At 90% CL: 

(compatible with Gronau & 
Rosner’s estimate of (0.13 ± 
0.05)%, no evidence of 4-quark 
content of Ds.)
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FIG. 5. M3 distribution. Solid: signal selection, after Mtag sideband subtraction. Dotted: Mtag

sideband contribution. The arrow shows the location of the ! nominal mass, Ref. [17].

data distribution and the fit to the data (described below) are shown. In Fig. 6(b), the MC
distribution is shown.

Three potential sources of background are considered: non-Ds backgrounds, Ds back-
grounds where there are non-resonant final states (which have not yet been observed, and
are not present in the MC simulation), and backgrounds where there is a true !. Mtag

sideband subtraction only subtracts the first source. A direct fit of a signal and a back-
ground component subtracts the first two. The third source of background is subtracted via
MC simulation, and is discussed below. The signal yield is determined by a one parameter
unbinned likelihood fit [17]. The free parameter is the total number of signal events S.
The background level is constrained by the normalization of the probability. S is multiplied
by a function of unit area s(x), Eq. (7). The final expression of the unbinned likelihood,

11

M(π+ π– π0) / GeV

Ds→ηeν

Ds→φeν

Ds→ωeν

FIG. 9. Final probability distribution for the branching fraction, after convolution of all statistical
and systematic errors, as described in the text.

A total of 25! 106 toy experiments are generated, to obtain the probability distribution
in Fig. 9. The cumulative e!ect of the systematic errors is to increase the limit, and the
cumulative e!ect of the irreducible backgrounds is to decrease the limit. Taking into ac-
count the systematic uncertainties and the irreducible backgrounds, the upper limit on the
branching fraction changes from 0.203% (statistical only) to 0.201%.

VI. CONCLUSION

We report the first measurement of an upper limit for the branching fraction B(D+
s "

!e+"). We find B(D+
s " !e+") <0.20% at the 90% C.L., which does not exclude that

expected from the model of Ref. [16].
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(background subtracted)

CLEO: Phys.Rev. D84 (2011) 012005 
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• Λc branching fractions are normalised to Λc→pKπ, which has a 26% 
uncertainty. 

• This in turn dominates many uncertainties - Λc BF, Λb→Λc X BF, Λb production 
fractions

• Rosner suggests to use a calculated Λc→Λ e ν BF for normalisation instead. 
Currently measured as B(Λc→Λ e ν) = ( 2.1 ± 0.6 )%. 

• Requires a challenging calculation of 4 form factors on lattice. But a precision 
of better than 25% would already help!

Calculate Λc→Λ l ν
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II DEPENDENT QUANTITIES

A !c branching fractions

Many !c branching fractions are determined by their ratio with respect to B(!c ! pK!!+)
[2]: For example,

B(!c ! !e+"e)

B(!c ! pK!!+)
= 0.41± 0.07 ;

B(!c ! !!+)

B(!c ! pK!!+)
= 0.204± 0.019 . (1)

In the last quantity we use the Particle Data group “average.” As B(!c ! pK!!+) =
(5.0 ± 1.3)% is known to only a fractional error of 26%, this limits the accuracy to which
quantities depending on it can be determined. Other ratios [2] are

B(!c ! !!+!+!!)

B(!c ! pK!!+)
= 0.522± 0.032 ;

B(!c ! pK̄0

B(!c ! pK!!+)
= 0.47± 0.04 , (2)

using “average” values in both cases. We advocate instead making a modest improvement
in the first ratio (1) and calibrating !c branching fractions by the !e+"e mode.

B !b branching fractions

Most tabulated !b branching fractions involve a !c in the final state [2]. (An exception is
the recently observed decay !b ! !µ+µ! [4].) Examples are

B(!b ! !+
c #

!"̄!) = 0.050+0.011+0.016
!0.008!0.012 [5] ; B(!b ! !+

c !
!) = (8.8±2.8±1.5)"10!3 [6]. (3)

The former measurement makes use of the branching fractions of !c to pK!!+, !!+!+!!,
and pKS, while the latter employs only the pK!!+ mode. As B(!!+!+!!) and B(pKS)
are quoted with respect to B(pK!!+), their accuracies are limited as well.

C Fragmentation fractions

Individual probabilities for c ! (D0, D+, D+
s ,!c, . . .) do not seem to have been quoted in

the literature. However, the corresponding fractions for b ! (B
0
, B!, B

0
s,!b) are noted

in the Particle Data Group’s mini-review on B0–B̄0 mixing [7] and in a recent study by
the LHCb Collaboration [8]. Such fractions are needed in a wide variety of applications,
including the interpretation of CP asymmetries in same-sign dimuon production at the
Tevatron [9], and in studies of top quark production.

As an illustration of the uncertainty associated with !c branching fractions, Ref. [8]

finds the ratio of strange B meson to light B meson (B
0
, B!) production to be

fs
fu + fd

= 0.134± 0.004+0.011
!0.010 , (4)

but a much larger error in the ratio of !b to light meson production:

!b

fu + fd
= [0.404± 0.017(stat)± 0.027(syst)± 0.105(Br)]

" [1# (0.031± 0.004(stat)± 0.003(syst))pT (GeV)] . (5)

2

Jonathan Rosner: arXiv:1205.4964 [hep-ph] (23 May 2012)

http://arxiv.org/abs/1205.4964
http://arxiv.org/abs/1205.4964
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Summary

• Many new and improved form factor measurements. Where LQCD 
exist, they are generally in good agreement with data. Time to 
tackle baryons?

• Beyond the form factor: innovative ways of using semileptonic 
charm decays include rare decays to learn about the structure of 
Ds; D→V l ν as interferometer to measure S-wave phases.
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• Most results are from 
experiments that have stopped 
data taking, and most are 
statistics limited
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Summary

• Many new and improved form factor measurements. Where LQCD 
exist, they are generally in good agreement with data. Time to 
tackle baryons?

• Beyond the form factor: innovative ways of using semileptonic 
charm decays include rare decays to learn about the structure of 
Ds; D→V l ν as interferometer to measure S-wave phases.

• Most results are from experiments that have stopped data taking, 
and most are statistics limited, but there is a future:

BES III have shown first results, from 1/3 of their data - there is 
much more to come.
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Quark content of f0

• If                                                                  (Aliev & Savci)

• From BES‘                                    . Assuming KK, ππ dominate:

and thus from CLEO-c:

• Using                                                           (Aliev & Savci) 
CLEO-c get:

• Intriguing: If f0 is predominantly s-sbar, why does it predominantly decay to ππ? 
4-quark content?
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IV. FURTHER RESULTS AND IMPLICATIONS

A. Strange Mixing Angle of the f0(980)

In one class of models, the f0(980) is thought to be a JP = 0+ state described in the
quark model as composed of quark-antiquark states which form a mixture of strange and non-
strange components characterized by a mixing angle ! defined in terms of the wave-function
as described by Aliev and Savci [17]

| f0! = cos ! | ss! + sin !
1"
2
|
!

uu + dd
"

! . (14)

Since the central value of the mass is below threshold for decay into a kaon pair, the
branching ratio to physical ss states is suppressed. BES has extracted relative branching
ratios using "(2S) # #$c0 decays where the $c0 # f0(980)f0(980), and either both f0(980)’s
decay into %+%! or one into %+%! and the other into K+K! [18]. From their results we
obtain

B(f0 # K+K!)

B(f0 # %+%!)
= (25+17

!11)% . (15)

Assuming that the %% and KK decays are dominant we can also extract

B(f0 # %+%!) = (50+7
!9)% , (16)

where we have assumed that the only other decays are to %0%0, 1/2 of the %+%! rate, and
to neutral kaons, equal to charged kaons. This approach has been used by B. El-Bennich et
al. [19]. It is possible, however, that the decays f0 # %+%!%+%! or %+%!%0%0 are significant.
If so, then the branching fraction of f0 into two pions will be smaller,

Using the above branching fraction we extract B(D+
s # f0e+&) = (0.40 ± 0.06 ± 0.06)%,

where the error on the f0 # %+%! rate has been included in the systematic error, and, in
fact, is the dominant contribution.

We can use this rate to estimate the mixing angle cos !. Aliev and Savci using QCD sum
rules predict that B(D+

s # f0e+&) = cos2 ! $ (0.41)%. This provides us with a value of

cos2 ! = 0.98+0.02
!0.21 , (17)

where we have truncated the positive uncertainly so that the value does not exceed unity.
This determination gives a somewhat larger but consistent evaluation with other methods
[19]. If the f0 decay rate into four pions is significant, our value of the mixing angle will be
somewhat larger.

The near unity value for cos2 ! poses a conundrum: If the f0 is dominantly an | ss! state,
why does it decay predominantly into %%? A solution may be that the quark content of
the f0 is not composed of just a quark-antiquark state, but may contain a some four-quark
content [2].

B. The f0(980) Mass and Width

We now return to the determination of the f0 mass and width. In the fit described above
we used a relativistic Breit-Wigner function. We did not, however, take into account that
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IV. FURTHER RESULTS AND IMPLICATIONS

A. Strange Mixing Angle of the f0(980)

In one class of models, the f0(980) is thought to be a JP = 0+ state described in the
quark model as composed of quark-antiquark states which form a mixture of strange and non-
strange components characterized by a mixing angle ! defined in terms of the wave-function
as described by Aliev and Savci [17]

| f0! = cos ! | ss! + sin !
1"
2
|
!

uu + dd
"

! . (14)

Since the central value of the mass is below threshold for decay into a kaon pair, the
branching ratio to physical ss states is suppressed. BES has extracted relative branching
ratios using "(2S) # #$c0 decays where the $c0 # f0(980)f0(980), and either both f0(980)’s
decay into %+%! or one into %+%! and the other into K+K! [18]. From their results we
obtain

B(f0 # K+K!)

B(f0 # %+%!)
= (25+17

!11)% . (15)

Assuming that the %% and KK decays are dominant we can also extract

B(f0 # %+%!) = (50+7
!9)% , (16)

where we have assumed that the only other decays are to %0%0, 1/2 of the %+%! rate, and
to neutral kaons, equal to charged kaons. This approach has been used by B. El-Bennich et
al. [19]. It is possible, however, that the decays f0 # %+%!%+%! or %+%!%0%0 are significant.
If so, then the branching fraction of f0 into two pions will be smaller,

Using the above branching fraction we extract B(D+
s # f0e+&) = (0.40 ± 0.06 ± 0.06)%,

where the error on the f0 # %+%! rate has been included in the systematic error, and, in
fact, is the dominant contribution.

We can use this rate to estimate the mixing angle cos !. Aliev and Savci using QCD sum
rules predict that B(D+

s # f0e+&) = cos2 ! $ (0.41)%. This provides us with a value of

cos2 ! = 0.98+0.02
!0.21 , (17)

where we have truncated the positive uncertainly so that the value does not exceed unity.
This determination gives a somewhat larger but consistent evaluation with other methods
[19]. If the f0 decay rate into four pions is significant, our value of the mixing angle will be
somewhat larger.

The near unity value for cos2 ! poses a conundrum: If the f0 is dominantly an | ss! state,
why does it decay predominantly into %%? A solution may be that the quark content of
the f0 is not composed of just a quark-antiquark state, but may contain a some four-quark
content [2].

B. The f0(980) Mass and Width

We now return to the determination of the f0 mass and width. In the fit described above
we used a relativistic Breit-Wigner function. We did not, however, take into account that
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| f0! = cos ! | ss! + sin !
1"
2
|
!

uu + dd
"

! . (14)
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B(f0 # K+K!)

B(f0 # %+%!)
= (25+17

!11)% . (15)
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!9)% , (16)
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• CLEO produces Ds*Ds →Ds Ds γ (giving an 
additional photon).

• Step 1: Fully reconstruct “tag Ds” 

• Step 2: Identify photon and use beam 
constraint to reconstruct signal Ds mass:
(pbeam - ptag -pγ)2 = consistent with Ds mass 
for signal.

• Step 3: Find missing mass from beam 
constraints and reconstructed signal.
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→Ds+ Ds- γ}
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• Motivation: Relationship to B->J/psi f0. originally related to Ds->f0 pi:

• But: J/psi is spin 1, while pi+ is spin 0. Hence, it might be better to use the 
ratio of rates at q^2 = 0 (maximising the phase space, thus making it more 
similar to the B decay):
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I. INTRODUCTION

In this article we present a study of semileptonic decay of the D+
s meson into f0(980)e+!

and also to "e+!. The f0(980) meson, a scalar, though well established experimentally,
has a relatively uncertain mass and width [1]; in addition there have been claims that the
quark content may be a mixture of a traditional quark-antiquark with a four-quark system
[2]. Semileptonic D+

s decays provide a pristine environment where the f0 is produced by an
isoscalar combination of s and s quarks. Evidence for f0(980) in semileptonic decays was seen
by BaBar via the f0(980) ! K+K! channel, where interference was observed by an S-wave
with the dominant P-wave " decay [3]. The first measurement of the D+

s ! f0(980)e+!,
f0 ! #+#! product branching fraction was recently made by CLEO [4]. The semileptonic
decay diagram is shown in Fig. 1. Here we investigate this mode using a data sample of
600 pb!1, approximately double the original size. This larger sample is su!cient to allow
us to determine the f0 mass and width and measure the semileptonic decay form factor as a
function of the invariant four-momentum transfer squared, q2, between the Ds and the f0.

FIG. 1: The Feynman diagram for semileptonic D+
s decay into a ! or f0(980) meson.

CP violation measurements in the Bs system have concentrated on the final state J/$",
with " ! K+K!. For a review see Ref. [5]. Since this mode is not a CP eigenstate an
angular analysis is required to separate the CP even and CP odd parts, and measure the CP
violating phase "2%s.

In what follows we will use a simple notation for the decay width of a particle multiplied
by the branching fraction for the decay of one of its daughters. For example,

"(D+
s ! #+f0, f0 ! #+#!) # "(D+

s ! #+f0(980))B(f0(980) ! #+#!). (1)

Stone and Zhang [6] have suggested that the J/$" mode may also contain an S-wave
K+K! system at the " mass with a rate that could be as large as $5% that of the ". This
S-wave, if it should be significant, would require additional parameters in the fit to extract
"2%s. They also suggest that the final state J/$f0 may be a useful alternative; since it is
a CP-eigenstate angular analysis is not required. Stone and Zhang estimated the branching
ratio Bs ! J/$f0 assuming equality of the ratios

Rf/! #
" (B0

s ! J/$f0, f0 ! #+#!)

" (B0
s ! J/$", "! K+K!)

=
" (D+

s ! f0#+, f0 ! #+#!)

" (D+
s ! "#+, "! K+K!)

$ (20"30)% . (2)

The phase spaces for the B0
s and D+

s decays are quite similar, but the spin structure is not.
In these D+

s decays both the " and the f0 are produced opposite a spin-0 pion, rather than

3
a spin-1 J/!. This consideration prompted Stone and Zhang to suggest that measuring
the ratio of decay widths of semileptonic D+

s decays containing either an f0 or a " at four-
momentum transfers, q2, equal to zero would give a superior prediction [6]. Specifically they
propose that

Rf/! =
d!
dq2 (D+

s ! f0(980)e+#, f0 ! $+$!) |q2=0

d!
dq2 (D+

s ! "e+#, "! K+K!) |q2=0

. (3)

The point q2 equal to zero is chosen to maximize the allowed phase space in order to make
it as close as possible to that available in B0

s ! J/!" (or f0) decay. In this paper we will
present measurements of this ratio, the form factor in the D+

s ! f0e+# channel, the f0 mass
and width, and update the previously published CLEO branching fractions for these two
semileptonic decay modes [4].

II. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

A. Selection of Ds Candidates

The CLEO-c detector [7] is equipped to measure the momenta and directions of charged
particles, identify them using specific ionization (dE/dx) and Cherenkov light (RICH) [8],
detect photons and determine their directions and energies.

In this study we use 600 pb!1 of data produced in e+e! collisions using the Cornell Elec-
tron Storage Ring (CESR) and recorded near a center-of-mass energy (ECM) of 4.170 GeV.
At this energy the e+e! annihilation cross-section into D!

s D"+
s plus D"!

s D+
s is approximately

1 nb [9].
In this analysis we fully reconstruct a sample of D!

s in several “tag” modes and then find
candidate semileptonic decays in this sample. Mention of any specific decay implies the use
of its charge-conjugate as well. The tag selection is identical to that used in our D+

s ! µ+#
paper, that can be consulted for details [10]. Briefly, we select candidates on the basis of
their beam-constrained invariant mass. Then we detect an additional photon candidate from
the D"

s decay, and construct the missing mass squared, MM"2 recoiling against the photon
and the D!

s tag

MM"2 = (ECM " EDs
" E")

2 " (pCM " pDs
" p")

2 , (4)

where ECM (pCM) is the center-of-mass energy (momentum), EDs
(pDs

) is the energy (mo-
mentum) of the fully reconstructed D!

s tag, and E" (p") is the energy (momentum) of the
additional photon. In performing this calculation we use a kinematic fit that constrains the
decay products of the D!

s to the known Ds mass and conserves overall momentum and en-
ergy. All photon candidates in the event are used, except for those that are decay products
of the D!

s tag candidate. Regardless of whether or not the photon forms a D"
s with the tag,

for real D"
sDs events MM"2 should peak at the D+

s mass-squared.
We list the number of signal events in each mode in Table I by finding the number of

events within ±17.5 MeV of the Ds mass. For ease of further analysis we sum all tag modes
together, as shown in Fig. 2(a).

The MM"2 distributions for events in the D!
s invariant mass signal region (±17.5 MeV

from the Ds mass) are shown in Fig. 2(b). In order to find the number of tags used for

4
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MM2 distributions are shown in Fig. 4. Here and in subsequent analyses we require that the
!+!! invariant mass is above 0.6 GeV, in order to eliminate the K0

Se+" channel, and limit
the K+K! invariant mass to be below 1.08 GeV.

Our next step is to determine the range of MM2 to select for further analysis. Thus, we
consider the backgrounds in our MM2 sample. In general the background arises from two
sources: one from real D+

s decays and the other from the background under the single-tag
signal peaks (fake D!

s ). For #e+" only the background from fake D!
s is significant. For

f0e+" we show in Fig. 4(a) the background from the invariant mass sidebands, suitably
scaled. We also find that there are two sources of real D+

s background, namely $"e+" decays
where the $" ! %&, and a very small component of #e+", # ! !+!!!0 when the !0 is
ignored. We also show these backgrounds as a function of MM2. We use a second order
polynomial to parameterize the fake D!

s background, and the other two backgrounds are
parameterized by the sum of two bifurcated Gaussian shapes determined by simulating the
background processes. (A bifurcated Gaussian shape has a di!erent widths below and above
the mean.) We are able to fix the !+!!!0e+" rate as 0.31%, using our previous measurement
of D+

s ! #e+", but allow the !+!!&e+" yield to float in the fit as our measured branching
fraction is only accurate to ±35% [4].

FIG. 4: (a) The MM2 distribution for !+!!e+". The dotted curve shows the signal, the long-

dashed distributions are from sidebands of the D!
s candidate invariant mass distributions while the

shorter dashed curve in (a) shows the #" ! !+!!$ background level, while the dashed-dot curve

shows the (small) !+!!!0 background from %e+". The solid curve shows the total. (b) The MM2

distribution for K+K!e+", where the total and the small side-band background is shown.

For further analysis we restrict ourselves to the interval "0.04 < MM2 < 0.04 GeV2,
which is 88.4% e"cient on f0e+" and is 84.4% e"cient on #e+". In these regions we find
42.9±6.7 !+!!e+" signal events, 7.7±2.0 $"e+" events, 0.5 #e+" events (fixed), and 13.4±0.9
fake D!

s background. There are 107.0±9.8 K+K!e+" events of which 2.5±0.7 are fake D!
s

background.

C. K+K! and !+!! Invariant Mass Distributions

We next include the di-hadron mass as part of the joint fit to the D!
s mass, and MM2.

Figure 5 shows the !+!! invariant mass distribution for !+!!e+" events, and the K+K!

invariant mass distribution in our selected sample of K+K!e+" events, within the interval
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squared (pbeam - Σpreco)2
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!0.04 < MM2 < 0.04 GeV2. Both distributions are dominated by a single di-hadron reso-
nance, either the f0(980) in the !+!! mode or the " in the K+K! mode. The backgrounds
are included in the fit in the same manner as for the MM2 distributions. We next find the
size of the f0 and " signals.

FIG. 5: Invariant mass distributions for (a) !+!! and (b) K+K! for semileptonic decays.. The

dotted curve shows the signal, the long-dashed distributions are from sidebands of the D!
s can-

didate invariant mass distributions while the shorter dashed curve in (a) shows the "" " !+!!#

background level, and the dashed-dot curve in (a) shows the (small) !+!!!0 background from
$e+%. The solid curves show the totals.

For the K+K!e+#, the signal fitting function consists of the sum of a P-wave Breit-Wigner
shape whose mass and width are fixed to the values reported by the Particle Data Group
(PDG) [1] convoluted with our Gaussian experimental resolution, and a fixed background
function determined from the D!

s sidebands described by the same " signal shape added to
a wide component that is exponentially decreasing with mass.

For the !+!! mass distribution we include three separate shapes to fit the backgrounds.
(1) The !+!!$ distribution is described by a bifurcated-Gaussian function; (2) the !+!!!0

distribution is described by a bifurcated-Gaussian shape plus a Breit-Wigner shape describing
the %, here our knowledge of the "e+# decay rate allows us to fix the magnitude of this
component; (3) the shape describing non-D!

s background is an exponential plus a Breit-
Wigner function describing the %, the size of this component is determined from the sidebands
of the D!

s signal.
The mass and width of the f0(980) are not well determined. The PDG makes an estimate

of the mass of (980±10) MeV, but does not explicitly average any measurements. They also
state that the width is very model dependent and give a range of 40-100 MeV, again not
forming an average [1]. Here we provide measurements in an extremely clean environment.
We fit the !+!! mass distribution,

#
s $ M!! with a Breit-Wigner type resonance form

with the threshold behavior suggested in [13]

P (M2
!!) =

Mf0
! (s)

!

s ! M2
f0

"2
+ M2

f0
!2 (s)

, (7)

where Mf0
denotes the f0 mass and ! (s) the width which is a function of the mass having
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FIG. 8: The q2 distributions for (a) D+
s ! f0e+! fit to a function allowing a varying pole mass

and (b) D+
s ! "e+! fit to a function with form factors fixed to those measured by BaBar [3].

We have previously checked the resolution in MM2 by fitting to a sample of D+
s ! K+K0

candidates where we first found the K0 and then ignored it [10]. The resolution agreed with
the simulation to 1.7%. Here, because we have a positron in the final state instead of a
K+ we use an uncertainty of ±3.4% to allow for uncertainties associated with radiation in
detector material. We have made wide selection cuts to minimize the e!ect of any resolution
errors on our extracted rates.

We note that there is no enhancement in our ability to find tags in f0e+! or "e+! events
(tag bias) as compared with events where the D+

s decays generically. Using a Monte Carlo
simulation for each tag mode independently and then average the results based on the known
tag fractions, we find a correction factor of (0±1%), which we assign as a systematic error.

TABLE IV: Systematic errors on determination of the branching fractions.

Error Source Size (%)

Track finding 2.1
Hadron identification 2.0

Electron identification 1.0
MM2 width 3.4
Background 1.0

Number of tags 2.0
Tag bias 1.0

Total 5.2

14

CLEO-c fit for f0 
form factor

CLEO-c data for φ 
form factor with 

BaBar result 
superimposed

FIG. 9: Invariant mass distribution for !+!! in the semileptonic mode. The dotted curve shows

the signal shape, a relativistic Breit-Wigner modified by phase space and form factor e!ects, the
long-dashed distributions are from sidebands of the D!

s candidate invariant mass distributions while
the shorter dashed curve in shows the "" ! !+!!# background level, and the dashed-dot curve

shows the (small) !+!!!0 background from $e+%. The solid curve shows the total.

We measure the ratio of decay rates at q2 = 0

Rf/! "
d!
dq2 (D+

s ! f0(980)e+!, f0 ! "+"!) |q2=0

d!
dq2 (D+

s ! #e+!, #! K+K!) |q2=0

= (42 ± 11)% . (23)

This ratio has been predicted by Stone and Zhang to equal [6]

Rf/! =
!(Bs ! J/$f0, f0 ! "+"!)

!(Bs ! J/$#, #! K+K!)
. (24)

Our measurement indicates that the Bs ! J/$f0 channel may indeed be a useful place to
measure CP violation in the Bs system in that the rate can be #40% that for J/$# mode,
especially since an angular analysis is not necessary, as the J/$f0 mode is a CP eigenstate.

Finally, we show that viewing the f0 as a quark-antiquark state results in a mixing angle
between ss and light quarks whose cosine is close to unity, consistent with other estimates
[19]. Thus, the large rate into "" may be the result of part of the wave-function being a
four-quark state [2].
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6.3 Relative resonance yields

Next we evaluate the relative yields for the 3R+NR fit to the J/ ⇡

+
⇡

� final state from
the preferred solution. We normalize the individual fit fractions reported in Table 5 by
the sum. These normalized fit fractions are listed in Table 9 along with the branching
fraction relative to J/ �, � ! K

+
K

�, defined as R, where the � branching ratio into
K

+
K

� is taken into account. We use the di↵erence between the preferred and alternate
solutions found for the 3R+NR fit to assign a systematic uncertainty. Other systematic
errors are described in Section 7.

The value found for R for the f0(980), 0.149±0.006+0.028
�0.003, is consistent with the predic-

tion of Ref. [9], and consistent with the our first observation using 33 pb�1 of integrated
luminosity [1], after multiplying by B (�! K

+
K

�). The decay B

0
s

! J/ f0(1370) is
now established. Previously both LHCb [1] and Belle [2] had seen evidence for this final
state. The normalized f2(1270) helicity zero rate is (0.49±0.16)% in the preferred model
and (0.42±0.11)% for the alternate solution.

7 Systematic uncertainties

Systematic uncertainties on the CP -odd fraction are negligible. In fact, using any of
the alternate fits with di↵erent additional components does not introduce any significant
fractions of CP -odd final states.

The systematic uncertainties on the branching fraction ratios have several contribu-
tions listed in Table 10. Since R is measured relative to J/ � there is no systematic

23

LHCb found:

B(Ds+ → f0(980)e+ν)B(f0 → π+π−) = (0.20 ± 0.03 ± 0.01)%.

B(Ds
+ → φe+ν) = (2.36 ± 0.23 ± 0.13)% 
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TABLE I: Tagging modes and numbers of signal and background events, within ±17.5 MeV of the

D!
s mass for each mode, determined from two-Gaussian function fits to the invariant mass plots,

and the number of tags in each mode including the ! from the D"
s ! !Ds transition, within an

interval 3.782 < MM"2 < 4.0 GeV2, as determined from fits of the MM"2 distributions (see text)

to a signal Crystal Ball function (see text) and two 5th order Chebychev background polynomial
functions.

Mode Invariant Mass MM"2

Signal Background Signal Background

K+K!"! 26534±274 25122 16087±373 39563
KSK! 6383±121 3501 4215±228 6297

#"!; # ! !! 2993 ± 156 5050 2005±145 5016
##"!; ## ! "+"!#, # ! !! 2293±82 531 1647±131 1565
K+K!"!"0 11649±754 78588 6441±471 89284

"+"!"! 7374±303 60321 5014±402 43286
K"!K"0; K"! ! K0

S"
!, K"0 ! K+"! 4037±160 10568 2352±176 12088

#$!; # ! !!, $! ! "!"0 5700±281 24444 3295±425 24114

##"!; ## ! $0!, 3551±202 19841 2802±227 17006

Sum 70514 ± 963 227966 43859±936 238218

further analysis we perform a two-dimensional binned maximum likelihood fit of the MM"2

distribution and the invariant mass distribution in the interval ±60 MeV from the Ds mass
and 3.5 < MM"2 < 4.25 GeV2. The background has two components, both described by
5th order Chebyshev polynomials in MM"2; the first comes from the background under the
invariant mass peak, defined by the sidebands, and the second is due to multiple photon
combinations. In both cases we allow the parameters to float.

We find a total of 43859±936±877 events within the interval 3.782 < MM"2 < 4.0 GeV2

and having an invariant mass within ±17.5 MeV of the Ds mass, where the total number
of events is the sum of the yields from the fits to each mode as shown in Table I. The first
uncertainty in the total is statistical and the second is systematic.

B. Signal Reconstruction

We next describe the reconstruction of D+
s ! f0e+!, f0 ! "+"!, and also D+

s !
#e+!, #! K+K!. We select events within the MM"2 region shown in Fig. 2(b) for further
analysis. We note that the limits are rather wide. We use this selection because the back-
ground in the signal side is rather small and the errors are minimized by taking as many
tags as possible.

Candidate events are selected that contain a charged track of opposite sign to the D!
s tag

that is positively identified as a positron. Electrons and positrons are identified on the basis
of a likelihood ratio constructed from three inputs: the ratio between the energy deposited in
the calorimeter and the momentum measured in the tracking system, the specific ionization
dE/dx measured in the drift chamber, and RICH information [11]. Our selection e!ciency
averages 0.95 in the momentum region 0.3-1.0 GeV, and 0.71 in the region 0.2-0.3 GeV. The

5

FIG. 2: (a) Invariant mass of D!
s candidates summed over all decay modes and fit to a two-Gaussian

signal shape plus a straight line for the background. The vertical dot-dashed lines indicate the ±17.5
MeV definition of the signal region. (b) The MM"2 distribution summed over all modes. The curves

are fits to the number of signal events using the Crystal Ball function and two 5th order Chebychev
background functions; the dashed curve shows the background from fake D!

s tags, while the dotted
curve in (b) shows the sum of the backgrounds from multiple photon combinations and fake D!

s

tags. The vertical dashed lines show the region of events selected for further analysis.

average fractions of charged pions and kaons incorrectly identified as positrons averaged over
the relevant momentum range are approximately 0.1%. We also require an additional pair
of tracks with opposite charge that are both identified as pions or kaons using the dE/dx
and RICH systems.

Since we are searching for events containing a single missing neutrino the missing mass
squared for the f0 mode, MM2, evaluated by taking into account the observed e+, !+, !!,
D!

s , and " should peak at zero; the MM2 is computed as

MM2 = (ECM ! EDs
! E! ! Ee ! E"+ ! E"!)2 ! (pCM ! pDs

! p! ! pe ! p"+ ! p"!)2 ,
(5)

where Ee (pe) are the energy (momentum) of the candidate positron, E" (p") are the energy
(momenta) of the candidate pions, and all other variables are the same as defined in Eq. (4).
A similar equation applies for the # mode with the pions replaced by kaons.

We also make use of a set of kinematical constraints and fit each event to two hypotheses,
one of which is that the D!

s tag is the daughter of a D"!
s , and the other that the D"+

s

decays into "D+
s with the D+

s subsequently decaying into either !+!!e+$, or K+K!e+$.
The kinematical constraints, in the e+e! center-of-mass frame, are

pDs
+ pD"

s
= 0, (6)

ECM = EDs
+ ED"

s
,

ED"

s
=

ECM

2
+

M2
D"

s
! M2

Ds

2ECM

or EDs
=

ECM

2
!

M2
D"

s
! M2

Ds

2ECM

, and

MD"

s
! MDs

= 143.8 MeV.
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Rare Semileptonic D decays
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1 Introduction40

The cc cross section at the LHC has been measured by LHCb [1] to be around 20 times that of bb [2]. With 1/3 of the41

trigger bandwidth now made available to the charm program, the search for rare charm decays becomes a subject of42

notable interest. This document records the details of the analysis of Stripping17 (1 fb�1) in the search for the as-yet43

unobserved three body, dimuonic decays of D± decays. Two searches are performed, one looks for flavour-changing44

neutral current (FCNC) D

± ! ⇡

±
µ

+

µ

� which proceeds via box or electroweak penguin diagrams, see Fig. 1. The45

second type looks for the similar, but lepton flavour-violating (LFV) D± ! ⇡

⌥
µ

±
µ

± mode, see Fig. 2. In this second46

search the equivalent D

±
s decay is also pursued as it is Cabibbo-favoured (⇥25) with respect to the the D

± and is47

therefore of particular interest despite having an inferior production cross section (⇥ 2

7

). This analysis benefits from48

an excellent control channel in D

±
(s) ! �⇡

±, � ! µ

+

µ

�. The e↵ective D± and D

±
s branching fractions are 1.60± 0.1349

and 12.9± 0.14⇥ 10�6 respectively and to which any excess in the signal regions may be normalised.50
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Figure 1: Feynman diagrams describing rare FCNC decays of D± mesons.
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Figure 2: An example of a LFV diagram that proceeds via the exchange of a Majorana neutrino.

Predictions of the rate of these processes are sparse though something in the range 1 � 3 ⇥ 10�9 seems likely51

for the FCNC decay [3, 4, 5] though it is noted that great care should be taken when avoiding pollution from the52

long-distance resonance contributions. The LFV mode is forbidden in the SM.53

54

This analysis is expected to have a sensitivity of O(10�8). In comparison, current upper limits are:55

B(D± ! ⇡

±
µ

+

µ

�) < 3.9⇥ 10�6 (at 90% C.L.) [6]

B(D±(D+

s ) ! ⇡

⌥
µ

±
µ

±) < 2(14)⇥ 10�6 (at 90% C.L.) [7]
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Combine

42

e+ e–

ν e+

D+

D–φK+

π–
π– tag

signal
γ
γη

TABLE V. The D+ ! ⌘e+⌫e form factor fit parameters f
+

(0)|Vcd| and r
1

, as well as their corre-
lation coe�cient ⇢.

Analysis f
+

(0)|Vcd| r
1

⇢ �2/d.o.f.

Tagged 0.094(9)(3) 2.17(4.50)(1.12) 0.83 0.7/(3� 2)
GR 0.085(6)(1) �2.89(2.24)(32) 0.81 0.0/(3� 2)
Combined 0.086(6)(1) �1.83(2.23)(28) 0.81 2.5/(6� 2)
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Appendix A: Alternate form factor parameterizations

As our primary result for the D

+ ! ⌘e

+

⌫e form factor, we utilize the z-expansion pa-
rameterization [19, 20] for f

+

(q2). This appendix provides fit results for the simple pole and
Becirevic-Kaidalov [22] (or modified pole) parameterizations, which are commonly employed.
The simple pole parameterization takes the form

f

+

(q2) =
f

+

(0)

(1� q2

m2

pole

)
, (A1)

while the modified pole parameterization takes the form

f

+

(q2) =
f

+

(0)

(1� q2

m2

D⇤
)(1� ↵

q2

m2

D⇤
)
, (A2)

where mD⇤ is the D

⇤ mass. Either m

pole

or ↵ is fit for along with the form factor zero-
intercept. Table VI presents the results of a combined fit to the results of the two analyses
using these parameterizations.
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FIG. 6. The partial rates from the tagged (circles) and GR (squares) analyses, and the form factor
(FF) fit (histogram). The dashed lines indicate the total uncertainty on the fit rates.

with the standard z-expansion parameterization [19, 20]

f

+

(q2) ⌘ 1

P (q2)�(q2, t
0

)

X

k

akz(q
2

, t

0

)k. (2)

We use the standard form of the outer function �(q2, t
0

) and choose t

0

to minimize the
maximum |z| over the physical q2 range (see Ref. [19]). We truncate the series at k = 1 and
allow f

+

(0)|Vcd| and the ratio of linear to constant coe�cients, r
1

= a

1

/a

0

to float in each
fit. This same parameterization was used in our recent measurements of the D ! ⇡e⌫ and
D ! Ke⌫ form factors [7, 12].

Figure 6 shows the combined fit, and Table V summarizes the results. For the combined
tagged and GR fit, we find f

+

(0)|Vcd| = 0.086± 0.006± 0.001 and r

1

= �1.83± 2.23± 0.28,
with a correlation of ⇢ = 0.81. The combined fit has a �

2 = 2.5 for 4 degrees of freedom. We
obtain the total branching fraction for the tagged and the combined analyses by integrating
the corresponding fit result. Taking |Vcd| = 0.2256 ± 0.0010 [10], our average value for
|Vcd|f+(0) implies f

+

(0) = 0.381 ± 0.027 ± 0.005. Results for other parameterizations of
f

+

(q2) are discussed in Appendix A.
In conclusion, we have made the first observation of the decay mode D

+ ! ⌘

0
e

+

⌫e and
the first form factor determination for D

+ ! ⌘e

+

⌫e, as well as improving its branching
fraction measurement. We also provide the most stringent upper limit on D

+ ! �e

+

⌫e to
date. Our combined branching fraction results are

B(D+ ! ⌘e

+

⌫e) = (11.4± 0.9± 0.4)⇥ 10�4

,

B(D+ ! ⌘

0
e

+

⌫e) = (2.16± 0.53± 0.07)⇥ 10�4

,

B(D+ ! �e

+

⌫e) < 0.9⇥ 10�4 (90% C.L.).

These measurements are consistent with our previous results [6], which they supersede, and
with the particle data group’s upper limits [10]. They are also consistent with predictions
from both the ISGW2 [2] and Fajfer-Kamenic [21] models. The upper limit for D+ ! �e

+

⌫e

is about twice as restrictive as our previous limit [6].
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CLEO-c at CESR

• CLEO-c at the CESR e+ e- collider on the 
Cornell campus.

• CLEO-c run now complete, with

• 818 pb-1 at ψ(3770), corresponding to 
3.0M DºDº and 2.4M D+D- events

• 600 pb-1 at 4170 MeV, corresponding to 
600k DsDs* events
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BES results

44

Tag Mode Reconstruction 
• Four tag modes picked 

 
• Best tag mode based 

minimum ΔE 
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f+D→π(0) from experiment and theory

45
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FIG. 6: The D ! ! form factor fD!!
+ (0) from this work and

comparisons with other determinations [12, 13, 23–25].

0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25
|Vcd|

(Fermilab/MILC 2005)

PDG 2010: Neutrino exp.

HPQCD 2011

PDG 2010: Semileptonic decay

|Vcd| = 0.225 (6)exp.(10)lat.

PDG 2010: Unitarity

FIG. 7: Comparison of |Vcd| from this work with values in
PDG2010 [14].

VI. SUMMARY

In this article we have presented a new calculation of
the D ! !, l" semileptonic form factor fD!!

+ (q2) at

q2 = 0, with errors a factor of two better than in the
past. This combined with recent precision measurement
of the branching fraction for this process by CLEO-c has
allowed for an accurate determination of the CKM ma-
trix element |Vcd|. Direct determination of |Vcd| from D
semileptonic decays is becoming competitive with that
from neutrino scattering. The fact that these two very
di!erent processes lead to the same |Vcd| is a nontrivial
consistency check of the Standard Model.
Finally using our values for |Vcd| and |Vcs| [10] plus

the most recent |Vcb|excl. = 0.0397(10) from the Fermilab
Lattice & MILC collaborations [27], the most up-to-date
test of second row unitary from Lattice QCD becomes,

|Vcd|2 + |Vcs|2 + |Vcb|2 = 0.976(50). (19)

This improves on the PDG2010 value 1.101(74) [14].
In the future we will be reducing the largest errors

in Table III by increasing statistics and simulating on
finer lattices [28]. Calculations of the full q2 dependence
of fD!K

+ (q2) and fD!!
+ (q2) are also already underway

[28]. Furthermore we are working on updating HPQCD’s
result for the D meson decay constant fD [5] and on
carrying out an independent extraction of |Vcd| from D
leptonic decays [29].
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Appendix A: Priors and Prior Widths for Two- and
Three-Point Correlators

In this appendix we give sample priors and prior widths
used in the fits of section III (the reader is referred to
reference [16] for definitions of these terms). We turn
to the Particle Data Group listings for guidance in pick-
ing priors for energies and energy splittings. All energies
in Table IV are given in lattices units and are appro-
priate for ensemble C2. Numbers for other ensembles
can be obtained by rescaling with corresponding lattice
spacings. Prior widths for amplitudes are fixed based on
exploratory initial fits.

[1] For some recent reviews see :
R. Van de Water, PoS LAT2009, 014 (2009;
V. Lubicz, PoS LAT2009, 013 (2009);
J. Laiho, E. Lunghi and R. Van de Water, Phys. Rev.
D81, 034503 (2010);
J. Shigemitsu, [arXiv:1102.0716 [hep-ph]];

J. Laiho, B.D. Pecjak and C. Schwanda, [arXiv:1107.3934
[hep-ex]].

[2] P. A. Boyle et al. [UKQCD/RBC collaboration]; Eur.
Phys. J. C69, 159-167 (2010).

[3] V. Lubicz et al., [ETMC], Phys. Rev. D 80, 111502
(2009)

With |Vcd| = 0.2252 ± 0.0007, I 
get from BES III new result (3 
par series - as used by CLEO-c): derived from BES III (new, prelim) f+D→π(0) = 0.64(3)

Taken from Phys.Rev. D84 (2011) 114505 and modified (added BES III)
Note: CLEO-c result from combination 
of D+ and D0 decays, which explains 

the better stat error - for individual 
channels, uncertainties are virtually 

identical 
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TABLE VII: Total error budget.

Type Error

Statistical 1.5 %

Lattice scale (r1 and r1/a) 0.2 %

Input meson mass 0.1 %

Light quark dependence 0.6 %

Strange quark dependence 0.7 %

Sea quark dependence 0.4 %

amc extrapolation 1.4 %

aEK extrapolation 1.0 %

Finite volume 0.01 %

Charm quark tuning 0.05 %

Total 2.5 %

This “kinematic” e!ect is seen to be less than ! 0.3%.
It is much harder to assess the true dynamical electro-
magnetic e!ects. However no statistically significant dif-
ferences have been observed experimentally [5] and we
will ignore further electromagnetic/isospin breaking ef-
fects. Similarly we will assume that errors due to missing
sea charm quarks are small enough so that they do not
change the 2.5% total error when added in quadrature.
This has been true in the case of several quantities where
it was possible and appropriate to apply perturbative es-
timates of dynamical charm quark e!ects [20].

The total error for f+(0) is estimated here to be 2.5%.
This is a factor of four times smaller than in the previ-
ous lattice calculation of Ref. [6]. This was achievable
because of applying several new methods and techniques
that were described in the text. We employ the HISQ
action for both charm and light quark actions and a
scalar current rather than the traditional vector current.
Because of these new methods, we obtain results with
smaller discretization errors and no operator matching.
We also developed the modified z-expansion extrapola-
tion method, which is crucial to decrease errors due to
the discretization, chiral / continuum extrapolation and
parameterization of the form factor. In order to decrease
statistical errors, we apply random-wall sources and per-
form simultaneous fits with multiple correlators and T ’s.
If we compare with the error budget of Ref. [6], then we
see the statistical errors reduced from 3% to 1.5% and
the extrapolation and parameterization errors from 3%
to 1.5% as well. The biggest improvement is in the dis-
cretization errors. The total discretization errors have
now been reduced from 9% to 2%. We note that the
concept of the discretization errors is di!erent in Ref. [6]
compared to here. In Ref. [6], they estimate the dis-
cretization errors by power counting, since they calculate
at only one lattice spacing. However we actually perform
continuum extrapolations with correction terms for the
discretization e!ects. As a result, we do not have dis-

0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1
f+(q2=0)

HPQCD (2010)

Fermilab/MILC (2005)

Sum Rules (2009)

CLEO-c (2009)

BaBar (2007+update)

Experiment + CKM Unitarity

Other theory

2.5 % error

FIG. 23: Comparisons of f0(q
2 = 0) with other calculations

and experiments.

cretization errors per se, but instead extrapolation errors
due to higher order correction terms.

In their papers both BaBar [4] and CLEO-c [5] have
converted their measurements of f+(0) " |Vcs| into re-
sults for f+(0) using values for |Vcs| fixed by CKM
unitarity. For this CLEO-c uses the 2008 PDG CKM
unitarity value of |Vcs| = 0.97334(23) [24] and obtains
fD!K
+ (0) = 0.739(9) and BaBar uses |Vcs| = 0.9729(3)
leading to f+(0) = 0.737(10). In Fig. 23 we plot the
new HPQCD result of this article, eq.(39), together with
earlier theory results from the lattice [6] and from a re-
cent sum rules calculation [25] and with the BaBar and
CLEO-c numbers. One sees the very welcome reduction
in theory errors which are now small enough so that the
agreement between theory and experiment in Fig. 23 al-
ready provides a nontrivial indirect test of CKM uni-
tarity. We can, however, do better and carry out more
direct tests of unitarity by determining |Vcs| without the
assumption of unitarity.

Direct Determination of |Vcs|
As experimental input we take f+(0) " |Vcs| = 0.719(8)
from CLEO-c [5] and f+(0) " |Vcs| = 0.717(10) from
BaBar [4]. For the latter we have multiplied BaBar’s
quoted f+(0) with their quoted CKM unitarity value for
|Vcs|. Averaging between the two experiments we use
f+(0) " |Vcs| = 0.718(8) together with eq.(39) to extract
|Vcs|. One finds,

|Vcs| = 0.961± 0.011± 0.024, (40)

in good agreement (as expected from Fig. 23) with the
CKM unitarity value of 0.97345(16) [2]. The first error in
(40) is from experiment and the second from the lattice
calculation of this article. This is a very precise direct
determination of |Vcs|, made possible by the many ad-
vances in lattice QCD that are described in this article

With |Vcs| = 0.97345, I get from 
BES III new result (3 par series - 
as used by CLEO-c): derived from BES III (new, prelim) f+D→K(0) = 0.75(1)

Taken from Phys.Rev. D82 (2010) 114506 and modified (added BES III)
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• FOCUS find discrepancies 
between data (black) and D→K* 
μν MC (red) in in cos(θV) 
distribution below pole.

• S wave – P wave interference 
results in asymmetry in cos(θV). 

• Plots below show cos(θV) - 
weighted distributions in M(Kπ) 
and q2.

• Discrepancies get resolved by 
adding a constant S-wave term 
Aeiδ = 0.36⋅e(iπ/4)GeV–1 (blue).

FOCUS - evidence for Kπ S-wave in D→Kπ μν
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Interfere = 8 cos !v sin2 !!A!
!

e!i"BK!0

"

H2
0 (3-a)

" 4(1 + cos !!) sin !! sin !v A!
!

ei(#!")BK!0

"

H+H0 (3-b)

+ 4(1 " cos !!) sin !! sin !v A!
!

e!i(#+")BK!0

"

H!H0 (3-c)

Only the first term (3-a), 8 cos !v sin2 !!A!
!

e!i"BK!0

"

H2
0 , will be present if

one integrates over the acoplanarity variable ". Since our acceptance is very
uniform in ", we will primarily observe the e!ects of 3-a when we average
over ". We will begin by studying the acoplanarity-averaged asymmetry dis-
tributions before turning attention to the two acoplanarity dependent terms:
Eqn. 3-b and 3-c.

0

0.8 0.85 0.9 0.95 1

R
e(

ex
p(

-iδ
) B

K* )

M(Kπ), GeV/c2

(b)

δ=0
δ=π/4
δ=π/2
BW

Fig. 4. Asymmetry distribution in K! invariant mass. (a) The dashed line represents
our Monte Carlo simulation with no interfering s-wave amplitude. The experimental
data are the points with error bars. The solid line is the Monte Carlo with an
s-wave amplitude of approximately 0.36 (GeV)!1, and a phase of $

4 . Known charm

backgrounds are simulated for both. (b) A plot of !
!

e!i"BK!0

"

versus mK$ for three

choices of the phase ". We also show an alternative modeling of the s-wave amplitude
as a broad (! = 0.4 GeV/c2) resonance with a mass of 1.1 GeV/c2. We have put the
broad, s-wave resonance in with a real phase relative to the K"0 Breit-Wigner, as one
might expect given the presumed absence of final state interactions in semileptonic
decay. This resonance solution is not unique.

The previously mentioned, weighted mK$ distribution is shown in Figure 4.
The shape of the cos !v term versus mK$ is a strong function of the interfering
s-wave amplitude phase #. Because acceptance and resolution corrections are
small, the phase can be informally determined from the mK$ dependence
expected from the interference of this phase with the phase variation expected
for a Breit-Wigner, !

!

e!i"BK!0

"

. Figure 4(a) demonstrates that the cos !v
weighted distribution in data is consistent with a constant s-wave amplitude
of the form 0.36 exp(i$/4) (GeV)!1. The magnitude of this amplitude is
the value required to match the total asymmetry in data over the interval
0.8 < mK$ < 0.9 GeV/c2. In the discussion to follow, the s-wave amplitude
will be fixed to this value.

9

Fig. 6. Asymmetry as a function of q2. The solid curve is our Monte Carlo in-
cluding an interfering s-wave amplitude of 0.36 exp(i!/4) (GeV)!1. The dashed
curve has no interfering s-wave amplitude. Both Monte Carlo simulations include
known charm backgrounds. The rightmost bin also includes those few events where
q2 > 1.1(GeV/c2)2. The model with the s-wave amplitude is in good agreement
with the data.

acceptance, these weights should average to zero for any constant or cos(2!)
terms or any of the cos "v cos ! terms present without s-wave interference.

Because the H! term (Eqn. 3-c) dominates over the H+ term, by o!setting the
phase of the weight by the phase of our s-wave amplitude, we have arranged
things such that the cos(! + #) weighted distribution should be proportional
to !(BK!0) (an odd function of mK!-m0) and the sin(!+#) weighted distribu-
tion should be proportional to "(BK!0) (an even function of mK!-m0). These
expectations are essentially borne out in the weighted plots shown in Figure 7.

Fig. 7. Test of acoplanarity interference terms. Plot (a) uses the cos(" + #) and is
expected to be proportional to the real part of a BK!0 amplitude; while the plot (b)
uses the sin(" + #) weighting and is expected to be proportional to the imaginary
part of a BK!0 amplitude. In both figures, the solid histogram is our Monte Carlo
including the 0.36 exp(i!/4) (GeV)!1 term; while in the dashed histogram there is
no s-wave amplitude.
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Fig. 3. Event distribution in cos !v, split between samples above and below 0.9
GeV/c2. The points with error bars are (wrong-sign subtracted) FOCUS data and
the solid histogram is a Monte Carlo simulation, including the signal with the mea-
sured form factor ratios [2] and all known charm backgrounds. The Monte Carlo is
normalized by area for each plot independently.

of a wrong-sign subtraction weight (+1 for right-sign and -1 for wrong-sign)
multiplied by cos !v. The weighted mK! distribution is shown in Figure 4 and
compared to two Monte Carlo simulations. One Monte Carlo is based on pure
D+ ! K

!0
µ+" and known charm backgrounds (dashed histogram) while the

second (solid histogram) also includes the interfering s-wave amplitude that
we will describe later. The dashed histogram shows that the residual e!ects
of charm backgrounds, acceptance variation and resolution e!ects produce a
much smaller variation with cos !v than we observe. The striking mass depen-
dence of the linear cos !v term displayed in Figure 4 will be the principal tool
we will use to estimate the parameters of the interfering amplitude. Figures
5–6 compare the dependence of the cos !v asymmetry on two other kinematic
variables (cos !" and q2) to the Monte Carlo with and without the s-wave am-
plitude. The acoplanarity dependence of the interference term will be discussed
in a later section.

It was possible to understand the forward-backward asymmetry in cos !v using
a simple model summarized by Eqn. 1. Using the notation of [5], we write the
decay distribution for D+ ! K"#+µ+" in terms of the three helicity basis
form factors: H+ , H0 , H". For simplicity, we show the decay distribution in
the limit of zero lepton mass

d5"

dmK! dq2 d cos !v d cos !" d$
" Kq2

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

(1 + cos !") sin !vei#BK!0H+

# (1 # cos !") sin !ve"i#BK!0H"

# 2 sin !"(cos !vBK!0 + Aei$)H0

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

2

(1)

where K is the momentum of the K"#+ system in the rest frame of the D+.
The helicity basis form factors are given by:

7

FOCUS

http://inspirehep.net/record/584268?ln=en
http://inspirehep.net/record/584268?ln=en
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Ds→KK e ν at BaBar (2008)
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FIG. 2: Projected distributions of the reconstructed values of
the four kinematic variables. The data (points with statistical
uncertainties) are compared to the sum of four histograms,
the fitted signal (light hatched) and the estimated background
contributions (dark shaded).

constructed values of the four variables corresponding to
bin i and nBMC

i is the number of estimated background
events. They are obtained from MC simulation, corrected
for measured di!erences between data and simulation.
Weights, wj , are evaluated for each event, using the gen-
erated values of the kinematic variables, thus accounting

for resolution e!ects. Wtot(!") =
!NSMC

j=1 wj(!") is the sum

of the weights for all simulated signal events (NSMC) and
!" corresponds to the parameters to be fitted. The data
and results of the fit are shown in Fig. 2 and listed in
Table I. From the fit we extract a contribution due to
S-P wave interference. The value obtained for r0 corre-
sponds to a S-wave fraction of (0.22+0.12

!0.08)% of the decay
rate.

In the fitting procedure, two sources of statistical fluc-
tuations are not included. They originate from the finite
sample of simulated signal events and the estimate of the
average number of background events in each bin. These
e!ects are evaluated with parameterized simulations and
included in the systematic uncertainties. Other system-
atic e!ects have been assessed to account for the un-
certainties in the c-quark hadronization, the background
contributions, and the remaining uncertainties in the
simulation of the detector response. They are summa-
rized in Table I.

Corrections to the simulation of the c-quark fragmenta-

TABLE I: Measured values of the parameters NS , rV , r2,
mA ( GeV/c2), r0 (GeV!1), their statistical and systematic
uncertainties.

NS rV r2 mA r0

Fitted value 25341 1.849 0.763 2.28 15.1
Statistical uncertainty 178 0.060 0.071 +0.23

!0.18 2.6
MC statistics 81 0.029 0.034 0.09 0.0
cc̄ fragmentation 5 0.031 0.014 0.07 0.4
Background subtraction 480 0.081 0.049 0.14 0.6
Detector e!ects 12 0.021 0.021 0.07 0.6
Total syst. uncertainties 488 0.095 0.065 0.18 1.0

tion were performed iteratively, comparing variables used
in the event selection for samples of D+

s ! #$+ decays
and applying a weight which depends on the values of
these variables. We adopt the observed changes in the fit
parameters for the last step in this iterative process as an
estimate of the systematic uncertainty. Furthermore we
assume a 30% uncertainty in the simulation of radiative
e!ects.

The peaking and combinatorial background compo-
nents from e+e! ! cc̄ events have been studied sepa-
rately. The peaking background contributions are stud-
ied by measuring inclusive # production in events with
a fully reconstructed D"+ or D+

s decay. The combinato-
rial background consists mainly of events with a charged
lepton, one kaon from a D decay and a second kaon
from fragmentation. We have measured the rate, mo-
mentum and angular distributions of K± accompanying
a D0, D"+ or D+

s meson in data and corrected the cor-
responding simulation.
After these corrections, the K+K! distribution for se-
lected signal events in MC and data agree to within
10% above 1.03 GeV/c2, and this remaining di!erence
is adopted as the uncertainty in the normalization of the
combinatorial background. The BB̄ background is ob-
tained from the di!erence of the data recorded at the
% (4S) resonance and the data recorded 40 MeV/c be-
low. The related systematic uncertainties are obtained
from the statistical accuracy of these measurements and
from the uncertainty (0.25%) between the relative nor-
malization of the two data samples. Systematic uncer-
tainties also originate from the simulation of the detector
response. There are small di!erences in the e"ciencies
for charged particle reconstruction and electron and kaon
identification. They lead to data-MC di!erences in the
reconstruction of the D+

s direction and the neutrino en-
ergy. They are estimated using D+

s ! #$+ decays.
We measure the D+

s ! K+K!e+&e branching frac-
tion relative to the decay, D+

s ! K+K!$+ for which we
adopt the K+K! mass interval, 1.0095-1.0295 GeV/c2,
to match the range used by CLEO-c for the D+

s !
K+K!$+ branching fraction measurement [19]. Specifi-
cally, we compare the ratio of rates for the two channels

12 Charm sl decays at B factories - Justine Serrano 12
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Non-parametric form factors
• CLEO-c (2010) use a projective 

reweighting technique pioneered by 
FOCUS (2006).

• Includes parameterisation for highly-
suppresssed right-handed lepton 
(adds a helichity HT, and form factor, 
A3)

• Projection = integration over all but 
one variable. Weights are choses such 
that this integral is zero for all terms, 
except for the terms of interest.
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FIG. 10: We show uncorrected plots of the h0(q2)H0(q2) for data with D+ ! K!!+µ+"µ and

D+ ! K!!+e+"e combined. (a) is for events below the nominal K"0 pole: 0.8 < mK! <
0.9 GeV/c2. (b) is for events above the nominal pole: 0.9 < mK! < 1.0 GeV/c2. There is a
strong h0(q2)H0(q2) signal below the nominal pole but no evidence for a non-zero h0(q2)H0(q2)

form factor above the pole. Note the order of magnitude di!erence in the y-axis scales between
the left and right plots.

FIG. 11: Non-parametric form factor products obtained for the data (multiplied by q2) for ten
evenly spaced q2 bins. The reconstructed form factor products are shown as the points with error

bars, where the error bars represent the statistical uncertainties. The three points at each q2 value
are: filled circles a combined D+ ! K!!+µ+"µ & D+ ! K!!+e+"e sample, empty squares D+ !
K!!+e+"e only, and empty triangles D+ ! K!!+µ+"µ only. The solid curves show our SPD

model. The histogram plots are: (a) q2H2
+(q

2), (b) q2H2
!(q

2), (c) q2H2
0 (q

2), (d) q2h0(q2)H0(q2),
(e) q2H2

t (q
2), and (f) q2H0(q2)Ht(q2).

18

CLEO: Phys.Rev. D81 (2010) 112001; FOCUS: Phys. Lett. B 633, 183 (2006)
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Non-parametric vs simple pole

50

FIG. 12: Evidence for finite pole masses. We show the measured q2H2
!(q

2) form factor shown

in Fig. 11 overlayed with two models. (a) uses the same SPD model shown in Fig. 11 while (b)
overlays the data with a SPD model where the axial and vector poles [MA and MV in Eq. (2)] are
set to infinity. We show the data with D+ ! K!!+µ+"µ and D+ ! K!!+e+"e combined. The

slight scale di!erence between the data points in the two plots is an artifact of our q2H2
0 (q

2) = 1
as q2 ! 0 normalization scheme, which is based on the two di!erent pole mass predictions for the

H2
0 (q

2) form factor product.

q2 ! 0 if the putative d,f -wave amplitude had the same strength as the s-wave amplitude
relative to the K

"0
Breit-Wigner amplitude. There is no evidence for either a d-wave or

FIG. 13: Measurements of the d-wave form factor product (a) and f -wave form factor product

(b) for an assumed phase of 0 radians relative to the K
"0

Breit-Wigner amplitude.

f -wave component with this phase.
Figure 14 shows our amplitude and limits for sixteen phase assumptions. As illustrated by

Fig. 10, our ability to measure a non-resonant amplitude can depend critically on its phase
relative to the average, accepted K

"0
phase. In order to maximize our sensitivity to the non-

resonant amplitude, for each phase assumption and q2 bin we made our measurement based
on three mK! mass regions: 0.8 < mK! < 0.9 GeV/c2, 0.8 < mK! < 1.0 GeV/c2, and 0.9 <

mK! < 1.0 GeV/c2, which puts the average K
"0

reference phase at roughly 3!/4, 3!/2, and
7!/4 for these three mass regions, respectively. We chose the mass region with the smallest

expected error according to the Monte Carlo simulation. Under the assumption h(d,f)
0 (q2) =

20

finite pole mass infinite pole 
mass
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Generic Reconstruction of D+→{η, η’ or φ} e+ν

• Leads to first observation of    
D+→η’ e+ ν, CL: 5.8σ

• GR dominates precision on     
D+→η e+ ν form factor.
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e+ e–

ν e+

D+

D–

signal
γ
γη

Anything

16/7/2010 CLEO-c paper vote 12

Generic reconstruction - Results

High
quality

• Combined fit to all distributions (and Kπ π) which accounts for crossfeed
• Shapes from MC (corrected hadronic D-decay model, showering and π0/η eff.)
• χ2/DOF=530/598 – significance of D+→η′e+ν signal is 5.8σ

Signal
DD
Continuum
Fake e±

TABLE II. Statistical correlation matrix for the three partial branching fractions for D+ ! ⌘e+⌫e
from the two analysis techniques.

tag GR

1 �0.053 �0.002 0.43 0 0
tag �0.053 1 �0.055 0 0.39 0

�0.002 �0.055 1 0 0 0.17

0.43 0 0 1 �0.043 0.026
GR 0 0.39 0 �0.043 1 �0.022

0 0 0.17 0.026 �0.022 1

TABLE III. Combined statistical and systematic correlation matrix for the three partial branching
fractions for D+ ! ⌘e+⌫e from the two analysis techniques..

tag GR

1 �0.036 0.009 0.439 0.035 0.028
tag �0.036 1 �0.030 0.029 0.395 0.018

0.009 �0.030 1 0.018 0.014 0.173

0.439 0.029 0.018 1 0.030 0.079
GR 0.035 0.395 0.014 0.030 1 0.021

0.028 0.018 0.173 0.079 0.021 1

To extract f

+

(q2) for D

+ ! ⌘e

+

⌫e, we fit the partial rates obtained from our partial
branching fractions using ⌧D+ = 1040(7)⇥ 10�15s [10]. The fit minimizes �2 = ��

T
V

�1��,
where �� = ��r � ��p is the vector of di↵erences between the measured ��r and pre-
dicted ��p partial widths, and V is the covariance matrix. We fit the two analyses both
separately and simultaneously, taking into account statistical correlations from finite q

2

resolution within an analysis and sample overlap between analyses. We fit first with the
statistical covariance V = V

stat

, and then with the combined statistical and systematic
covariance V = V

stat

+ V

syst

. The quoted systematic uncertainties are obtained from the
quadrature di↵erence of uncertainties from these two fits.

We integrate Eq. (1) over each q

2 interval to predict ��p, parameterizing the form factor

TABLE IV. The branching fractions results B
tag

and B
GR

from the tagged and GR analyses,
respectively, and the branching fraction ratios R

GR

relative to B(D+ ! K�⇡+⇡+). The errors
are, in order, the statistical uncertainty and the systematic uncertainty.

Mode B
tag

[10�4] R
GR

[%] B
GR

[10�4]

⌘0e+⌫e 2.5+1.6
�1.0(0.1) 0.237(58)(5) 2.16(53)(7)

� e+⌫e < 0.9 @ 90% confidence level (C.L.)
⌘e+⌫e 11.1(1.3)(0.4) 1.28(11)(4) 11.7(1.0)(0.4)
⌘e+⌫e,0-0.5 6.53(94)(26) 0.625(69)(18) 5.71(63)(20)
⌘e+⌫e,0.5-1.0 3.08(71)(13) 0.437(68)(13) 3.99(62)(15)
⌘e+⌫e,�1.0 1.77(67)(16) 0.223(52)(10) 2.03(47)(10)
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D beam-constrained mass in gen. reco.
η: q2 ∈ [0, 0.5] GeV2

η: q2 ∈ [0.5, 1] GeV2 η: q2 > 1 GeV2
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